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ABSTRACT
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the impact of customer satisfaction on the motivation to generate
eWOM in the hotel industry. With this purpose, the Hollebeek and Chen (2014) customer engagement
model is applied to analyze how customers’ perception of specific company interactions during service
delivery affect satisfaction and their motivation to engage in positive or negative eWOM. The SERVQUAL
model (Parasuraman et al., 1988) has been used in combination with the engagement model to adapt
the customers´ perception of specific company interactions to a service context. The decision to apply
the SERVQUAL dimensions as a driver of engagement is based on a comprehensive literature review.
Many authors support the validity of SERVQUAL scale to assess customers’ perception of the service
delivered in the hotel industry (e.g. Getty and Getty ,2003; Mei et al 1999; Akan 1995).
In order to test the hypotheses derived from the mentioned theories, a quantitative analysis based on
the information collected from 141 surveys allowed to test the correlation between variables. Moreover,
qualitative data gathered through focus group interview contributed to validate the findings from
quantitative analysis. The results support that there is a connection between satisfaction and eWOM
behaviour. Key findings of this study are that price payed for the service and physical features of the
hotel are the strongest drivers that motivate guests to generate positive or negative online reviews. The
findings also show that employees behaviour have an impact on the final decision to engage in eWOM.
The main implication for managers is that a proper management of specific interactions with service
customers can help to foster positive eWOM and to reduce negative one. Special attention should be
payed to front line employees’ performance.
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INTRODUCTION
The Web 2.0 phenomenon has empowered customers to play an increasingly active role in the image
that companies offer on the web through content generation (Litvin et al., 2008). The traditional concept
of Word of Mouth (WOM) defined as “the extent to which a customer informs friends, relatives and
colleagues about an event that has created a certain level of satisfaction” (Söderlund, 1998, p.172) has
been magnified by the widespread use of the internet. Electronic Worth of Mouth (eWOM) is defined as
“any positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, or former customers about a product or
company, which is made available to a multitude of people and institutions via the Internet” (HenningThurau et al. 2004, p.39). Online reviews are a common type of eWOM. As services are not able to be
evaluated prior to consumption, the content posted on the web by other customers has a great influence
on potential customers´ purchase decisions (Ye et al., 2011).

Barely any industry has experienced the impact of the electronic WOM (eWOM) at the same scale as the
hotel industry (Schuckert et al., 2015). Hotels are particularly vulnerable to this phenomenon due the
increasing number of online bookings and the accessibility to other customer´s opinions on the web
during the purchase process (Sparks and Browning, 2010). Online reviews are considered by hotel
customers the second most important factor after price when booking an accommodation (TripAdvisor,
2015).
Some authors support that effects of negative eWOM may exceed the potential benefits of positive
eWOM (e.g. Sweeney et al., 2005; Hollebeek and Chen, 2014). Therefore, even if the number of negative
reviews is lower than the positive ones, they might be very harmful for firms. The impact of online
reviews on hotel performance has also received an increasing attention among researchers. Many
recent studies in the area reveal that customers´ online reviews have an impact on occupancy levels
(e.g. Ye et al., 2011; Blal and Sturman 2014) and prices (e.g. Melian-Gonzalez et al, 2013). However,
despite the importance of getting positive reviews on the web and the potential threats of negative ones,
little is known about the causes that drive customers to generate electronic Word of Mouth (Yoo
and Gretzel 2008; Racherla et al., 2011). Most of the empirical research in this area analyse the impact
of e-WOM from a receiver’s perspective. However, more attention should be payed to understand the
causes that motivate customers to create eWOM (King et al. 2014).
Due to the potential role that customers may play as a viral marketing tool providing referrals or
recommendations for specific services on the web, the concept of customer engagement has recently
gained importance in the marketing literature (Brodie et al. 2011). Customer engagement is defined as
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the “level of a consumer´s cognitive, emotional and behavioural investment in specific brand interactions”
(Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.62). Different authors acknowledge the role of satisfaction as antecedent
to initiate the engagement process (e.g. Van Doorn et al. 2010; Bowden, 2009; Hollebeek and Chen,
2014) and eWOM behaviour is considered a potential consequence of engagement. A positive or
negative perception of the customer-firm interactions may lead to a positive or negative engagement
with the firm (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014). In a service context, where there is a high level of interaction
between firm and customers during consumption, satisfaction is closely connected to the perception of
the quality of the service delivered (Patterson, 2006; Chaniotakis and Lymperopoulos, 2009). Perceived
service quality is the customer comparison between expected service and the evaluation of the service
received (Parasuraman et al. 1985).

Previous empirical research aiming to investigate what motivates customers to generate eWOM present
differing results. Whilst some authors found that dissatisfactory consumption experiences strongly
motivate customers to generate eWOM (e.g. Sweeney et al. 2005; Melian-Gonzalez et al., 2013), others
state that satisfaction rather than dissatisfaction affects people more to engage in eWOM activities (e.g.
Yoo and Gretzel ,2008 ; Öğüt and Cezar , 2012).
From the perspective that unsatisfactory experiences lead to eWOM behaviour, a study published by the
Cornell center (Melian-Gonzalez et al., 2013) found that hotels with small number of reviews tend to
have low rates. The authors connect the results with the idea dissatisfied customers have higher
propensity to generate eWOM (Melian-Gonzalez et al., 2013).
In contrast, another research aiming to understand the causes that drive customers to post online
reviews in hotel websites supports that great service quality and low prices are the main antecedents of
eWOM (Öğüt and Cezar, 2012). Thus, satisfaction rather than dissatisfaction increases people
motivation to write online reviews. (Öğüt and Cezar, 2012).
Other patterns identified in similar studies are a higher predisposition of males to generate negative
eWOM (Yoo, K. & Gretzel, U. 2008). Also, people under 40 tend to engage more frequently in eWOM
(Racherla et al., 2011).
However, a common weakness of many of the research in this area is that findings are based on
information collected from online platforms. Some authors (e.g. Melian-Gonzalez et al., 2012; Racherla
et al., 2011) acknowledge that the use of online ratings might not be an accurate representation of
customers´ satisfaction levels and these results should be investigated from a customer point of view.
Furthermore, current research fail to provide insights about how the customers’ perception of specific
interactions with the service providers affect satisfaction and their motivation to generate eWOM.
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Hence, the impact of satisfaction levels on the motivation to generate eWOM in a service context should
be investigated further from a customer perspective.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Based on the lack of clarity in the marketing literature about the causes that drive customers to generate
eWOM and the necessity to investigate this phenomenon from a customer perspective rather than from
information collected in online platforms, this thesis aims to investigate the influence of satisfaction
levels on the customers´ motivation to generate eWOM. This research will be focused on the hotel
industry due to the great impact that online reviews have on hotels performance. Through this analysis,
this thesis will attempt to answer the following research question:
RQ : How does satisfaction affect customer’s motivation to generate online reviews (eWOM) in the
hotel industry?

To ensure a comprehensive analysis of the research topic, the following sub-questions will be
addressed:

SQ1

SQ2

SQ3

•To what extent a customer perception of the company actions during the service delivery
below/above expectations affect the motivation to write online reviews (eWOM)?
•What are the perceived company actions that influence customers willingness to share their
complaints online (negative eWOM)?
•What are the perceived company actions that influence customers willingness to share their
positive experiences online (positive eWOM)?

CONTRIBUTION TO THE FIELD
This study will contribute to the limited literature about the causes that drive customers to generate
eWOM. A better understanding of customers’ perception of specific company actions during service
delivery that affect satisfaction and the motivation to generate online reviews, can help managers to
design marketing strategies to incorporate eWOM as a successful marketing tool. By answering the
research question and sub-questions, this research might provide insights about facts that foster or
mitigate the customers’ motivation to generate of eWOM during or after a service delivery.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review chapter is divided in four sections. Firstly, it will be presented the concept of
Customer Engagement in the marketing literature. Different conceptual frameworks that have emerged
to investigate the engagement process will be examined (1.1). Thereafter, the concept of customer
satisfaction will be described through the expectation-disconfirmation theory (Oliver, 1997). The
connection between satisfaction and service quality will be also discussed (1.2). The following section
will be focused on the concept of electronic word of mouth (eWOM) and different empirical studies in
the area (1.3). The final section (1.4) will elaborate a proposed model based on insights obtained from
the literature review of the concepts of satisfaction, service quality, word of mouth and customer
engagement.

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
According to Brodie et al. (2011) the concept of Customer Engagement (CE) is an important topic for
marketing research and service management due to the role that engaged customers play as a marketing
tool by providing referrals or recommendations for specific services or products to others. As it was
mentioned in the introduction part, online reviews (eWOM) posted by customers are especially relevant
for hotel industry due to the high influence that they exert on hotels performance. Therefore, it is
essential for hotel managers to understand the antecedents that drive customers to generate eWOM.
Despite the concept of customer engagement is relatively new in the marketing literature (Hollebeek
and Chen, 2014), different conceptual approaches have emerged with the aim to understand how the
engagement process occurs.

Different definitions and perspectives of the customer engagement process
In this section some of the most relevant definitions and conceptual frameworks of customer
engagement will be presented in order to get an overview of the diverse approaches to the concept in
the marketing literature.
Patterson et al. (2006) understand customer engagement as a result of the customer relationship with
the organization and it is composed by a physical, emotional and cognitive presence. The high level of
interaction between firms and customer during the service delivery makes the engagement concept
especially relevant for the service industry. Concepts that influence customer engagement are:
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satisfaction, perceived service quality, employee-customer rapport and relationship quality. Despite
this approach could be adequate to understand the concept of engagement within a service context, it
fails to provide an explanation of how the engagement process occurs.
Bowden (2009) addresses the concept of engagement during the service encounter as a psychological
process by which customer’s loyalty forms. Loyalty towards the brand is the main output of engagement.
Satisfaction is an initiator to the calculative commitment. Calculative commitment is an emotional
response of evaluation of the service outcomes compared to expectations and it has a great impact on
the intention to return and make positive recommendations to others. This conceptual model offers an
interesting perspective of the role of satisfaction as initiator of the engagement process. Satisfaction is
the result of comparison between expectations and perceptions and calculative commitment is the
emotional response derived from it.
Van Doorn et al. (2010) approach is also based on customer-to-firm interactions, but in this case with a
focus on behavioural consequences of the engagement process. Customer engagement is defined as “the
customers ‘behavioural manifestation toward a brand or firm, beyond purchase, resulting from
motivational drivers” (Van Doorn et al., 2010, p.253). Customer-based antecedents such as high or low
levels of satisfaction is considered one of the most important key driver of certain customer’s
behaviours like word of mouth. While delightful consumption experiences might be a key driver of
positive WOM, feelings such as disgust, regret or anger resulting from a bad consumption experience
can lead to negative engagement. Complaint behaviour and negative WOM are considered forms of
customer engagement.
Hollebeek and Chen (2014) criticizes that many of the existing literature about customer engagement is
focused on positive manifestations of the concept. The authors develop a conceptual model that
illustrates the process by which customers might develop a positive or negative engagement with the
firm. Engagement is defined as “the level of customer´s cognitive, emotional and behavioural investment
in specific brand interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.62). The customer perceptions of company
actions are the key driver of the cognitive (inmersion), emotional (passion) and behavioral (activation)
dimensions of engagement. The proposed otcomes of this engagement process are the development of
a brand attitude and eWOM behavior. The graph below represents the process of engagement proposed
by Hollebeek and Chen (2014) and the relationship between the different concepts.
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Figure 2.1 Conceptual model: Key hallmarks, triggers and consequences of positively/negatively-valenced
brand engagement

Source: Hollebeek and Chen (2014)

The different approaches to the engagement concept mentioned in this section include satisfaction as a
necessary step to initiate the engagement process. For example, Van Door et al. (2010) propose that
customer satisfaction is one of the most important key drivers during the process of customer
engagement, especially related to eWOM behaviours. Similarly, Bowden (2009) acknowledges
satisfaction as a necessary initiator to the customer engagement. According to this approach,
satisfaction involves the comparison between customers ‘expectations and perceptions. Nevertheless,
Bowden´s approach does not contemplate the apparition of negative engagement. The conceptual model
developed by Hollebeek and Chen (2014) (Figure 2.1) contains a set of triggers that drive customers to
the engagement response. This response might be both, positive or negative. The drivers are based on
the customer perception of the performance of different company actions. The positive or negative
evaluation of this performance will initiate positive or negative engagement process. Customer
engagement might derivate in the generation of positive or negative electronic WOM.
Despite all the approaches to the concept of customer engagement described in this section contains
useful insights about the topic, the bi-valenced nature of engagement presented by Hollebeeck and Chen
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(2014) makes this conceptual model an appropriate tool to analyse the impact of different levels of
customer satisfaction on the intention to generate positive or negative electronic WOM. Section 2.4 will
provide a thorough description of this model as well as its applicability to the hotel industry.

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF SATISFACTION
Different research in the marketing literature have investigated the concept of satisfaction as a
precursor of different desired customer’s behaviours such as brand loyalty, willingness to pay more, or
re-purchase intentions. As it was mentioned in the previous section, satisfaction is also considered by
several authors (e.g. Patterson, 2006; Bowden, 2009; Van Doorn et al. 2010; and Hollebeek and Chen,
2014) as a necessary antecedent to initiate the customer engagement process with the firm.
The expectation-disconfirmation theory presented by Oliver (1997) has been one of the most widely
accepted models applied in different industries to assess customer satisfaction (Li et al. 2013). In the
same way, the disconfirmation paradigm has been adopted by many authors to evaluate customer’s
satisfaction in hotel industry (Zhou et al., 2014). The next sections will provide a more detailed
explanation of this theory and its applicability to a service context.

Expectations-Disconfirmation theory
Oliver (1997) provides a general definition of satisfaction as:
“Satisfaction is the consumer’s fulfilment response. It is a judgment that a product or service feature, or the
product or service itself, provided (or is providing) a pleasurable level of consumption-related fulfilment,
including levels of under or overfulfilment” (Oliver, 1997, p.13)
According to the expectation-disconfirmation theory, satisfaction is the result of customer comparison
between expectations and perceptions. The disconfirmation of those expectations then predicts
satisfaction (Oliver, 1997). Based on this definition, Li et al., (2013) defined customer satisfaction in
hotel industry as the overall evaluation of the service encounter. “If the service meets/exceeds
expectations, customers are generally satisfied. However, if the service does not meet their expectations,
customers are normally unsatisfied with the service”. (Li et al. 2013, p.786)
Expectations “are an anticipation of future consequences based on prior experience, current circumstances
or other sources of information” (Oliver, 1997, p.68) Promotional claims from firms, recommendations
from other customers or previous consumption experiences might exert an influence on customer
expectations formation. For example, high price and positive recommendations can make customers to
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expect better service quality. Expectations play an important role in customer satisfaction because they
offer a referent to compare with the service performance.
Perceptions can be described as an outcome of customer’s performance analysis (Oliver, 1997). In a
service context, the performance analysis is a customer judgement of the quality of the service received.
The most widely applied set of service quality dimensions is the SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman et al.
1985, 1988). Oliver (1997) cited the SERVQUAL model as a good example of standardized frameworks
in the context of service delivery to measure service quality perceptions. This topic will be discussed
further in the next section.
The customer´s comparison between expectations and perceptions may lead three situations: (Oliver,
1997, p. 104)
•

Negative disconfirmation: “negative discrepancy that occurs when performance is below standard”

•

Positive disconfirmation: “positive discrepancy that occurs when performance is above standard”

•

Zero disconfirmation: “when performance is equal to standards or expectations”

The figure below depicts a simplified an expectations- disconfirmation framework.
Figure 2.2 A simplified Expectancy disconfirmation framework

Expectations

Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction
n
Disconfirmation

Source: Own production based on Oliver (1997, p.110)

Oliver (1997) also argues that emotional reactions to consumption situations are proposed to differ
depending on the expectation level. The table below illustrates different combinations of expectations
levels with the three categories of disconfirmation: negative, zero and positive.
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Figure 2.3 Likely emotions in the Expectancy Disconfirmation Framework

DISCONFIRMATION
EXPECTATIONS

Negative

Zero

Positive

LOW

Disgust,
anger,
withdrawal
Disappointment,
dismay
Disappointment
to
anger,
resentment,
betrayal

Tolerance, resignation,
despair
Contentment,
unemotion, indifference
Happiness, pleasure

Hope,
promise,
gratitude, relief
Glee, pleasant surprise

AVERAGE
HIGH

Delight, elation, ecstasy

Source: Own production based on Oliver (1997, p.315)

Oliver (1997, p.315) proposes that the combination of high expectations and negative disconfirmation
can precede feelings such as frustration and anger. The fulfilment of high expectations may produce
happiness and pleasure. When high expectations are exceeded, it might lead to customer delight.

Customers´ perceptions in a service context: Perceived service quality
This section will focus on the service quality concept and will present two relevant models designed to
measure the service quality dimensions.
In a service context, customer’s perceptions are closely connected to the concept of service quality.
Different authors support that to deliver high service quality is a strategic factor to compete in service
industries due to the fact that high-quality services enhance customer satisfaction (Patterson et al. 2006;
Chaniotakis and Lymperopoulos ,2009).
During the 80´s the concept of service quality started gaining importance in the marketing literature.
Due to the distinctive nature of services, it was claimed that existing methods to measure goods quality
were not applicable to service industries (e.g. Grönroos, 1984; Parasuraman et al., 1985). According to
Parasuraman et al. (1985), the intangibility, heterogeneity and inseparability of services required the
development of new techniques to measure service quality.
Grönroos (1984) developed a relevant approach to the service quality concept. Perceived service quality
is defined as an evaluation of the consumer derived from comparison between expected service and his
perception of the service performance. (Grönroos, 1984). The quality of the service is divided in two
dimensions:
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a) Technical quality refers to the customer objective evaluation of the service received.
b) Functional quality is related to the customer interpretation of the technical evaluation of the
service.
Similarly, Parasuraman et al. (1985) present the concept of perceived service quality as a discrepancy
between expectations and perceptions. Based on this gap, a multidimensional scale was proposed as a
tool to measure the level of service quality (1988). Five dimensions and 22 items were designed to
capture customers’ expectations and perceptions. Below it is provided a definition of each service
quality dimension (Parasuraman et al. 1988, p.23)
a) Tangible elements : Physical facilities, equipment and appearance of staff
b) Reliability : ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately
c) Responsiveness : willingness to help customers and provide prompt service
d) Assurance : knowledge and courtesy of staff and their ability to convey trust and
confidence.
e) Empathy : caring, individualised attention the organisation provides to its
customers
One of the potential applications of this model is to measure the importance of each dimension in the
overall perception of service quality. Overall, the SERVQUAL model is an appropriate tool to assess
customers’ expectations and perceptions of service quality. Parasuraman et al. (1988) also supported
that the model is a flexible tool that could be adapted to several industries depending on the attributes
of different services.

Applicability of SERVQUAL model to the hotel industry
Despite some criticism argue that SERVQUAL model was designed in a retail context and is not valid for
every industry, it has received great acceptation overtime (Ekinci, 2002; Mei et al., 1999). Many authors
have supported the validity of the model to investigate the service quality perceptions in the hotel
industry. For example, Akan (1995) analysed the applicability of the model in the Turkish hotel industry.
Based on information gathered among hotel customers, seven dimensions were proposed:

-

Courtesy and competence of the personnel

-

Communication and transactions

-

Tangibles

-

Knowing and understanding the customers
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-

Accuracy and speed of the service

-

Solutions to problems

-

Accuracy of the hotel reservations

The

behaviour

of

the

employees

was

found

among

the

most

common

causes

of

satisfaction/dissatisfaction. Nevertheless, the authors highlight the necessity to modify and adapt the
scale items to the specific service characteristics. These results validate the idea that the SERVQUAL
model is a flexible tool that can be modify and adapted to fit different services and research purposes.
Mei et al (1999) investigated the importance of the five SERVQUAL dimensions to predict the overall
service quality in the Australian hotel industry. With this purpose, customer´s quality expectations and
perceptions were compared. Based on the SERVQUAL model, the HOLSERV scale was developed to suit
the hotel service characteristics. The three more relevant dimensions identified were employees,
tangibles, and reliability. ‘Employees’ was found as the main predictor of overall service quality. The
results support that HOLSERV is a reliable and applicable version of the SERVQUAL scale.
Getty and Getty (2003) developed a “Lodging quality index” (LQI) based on SERVQUAL scale. The
authors support the adaptability of SERVQUAL to different industries by modifying some of the scale
items in order to suit different service settings. The new five dimensions are: tangibility, reliability,
responsiveness, confidence and communications. The authors recommend the use of this scale to assess
the customer´s perception of overall quality and the perceived performance of each dimension.
The examples above show evidences of the validity of the SERVQUAL model to assess the customers
‘service quality perception in the hotel industry. For the purpose of this thesis, the SERVQUAL
dimensions will provide a measurement tool of the customer´s perception of their interaction with the
firm as an indicator of customer satisfaction and thus, as a trigger of engagement.

ELECTRONIC WORD OF MOUTH (EWOM)
This section will provide an approach to the concept of electronic word of mouth (eWOM) as well as to
the relevance of the topic in the hotel industry (2.3.1). Furthermore, some research in the area of
satisfaction and eWOM will be discussed (2.3.2).
The development of e-commerce has changed the way customers search for information and make their
consumption choices (Schuckert et al. 2015). People seem to rely more on information available on the
web generated by other customers, than in any information provided by companies (Ye et al., 2011).
The advent of online platforms has empowered customers to stablish a dialogue on the web with other
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customers and to express their opinions about product and services. The use of the internet enhances
the volume and dispersion of word of mouth. In addition, comments posted on online platform are
persistent in time and can have a long-term impact on the image that companies offer on the web (King
et al., 2014).
Electronic Word of Mouth (e-WOM) is defined as “any positive or negative statement made by potential,
actual, or former customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude of people
and institutions via the Internet” (Henning-Thurau et al., 2004 p.39). The fact that services cannot be
evaluated before consumption makes potential customers to rely even more in post-purchase
comments posted by other customers. Positive eWOM might present a powerful marketing tool for
service industries. However, special attention should be payed to the potential harmful effects of
negative comments on the web. Sweeney et al., (2005), state that even if the number of negative
comments is lower than positive ones, they have stronger influence in receivers’ purchase intentions.

The impact of eWOM on the hotel industry
The hotel industry has experienced the impact of eWOM in a great scale. The increase of the number of
online bookings facilitates potential customers to access to previous customer´s comments posted on
the web before the consumption choice is made (Sparks and Browning, 2010). Favourable online
reviews might be a key element to differentiate from competitors. Contrary, negative comments may
cause a decrease on sales. Many recent studies have focused their attention on the effect of online
reviews on hotel performance. The results support that an increase in travellers’ review rating can raise
the number of online bookings (Ye et al., 2011). Melian-Gonzalez et al., (2013) found that an increment
in review scores allows hotels a certain increase in prices and still maintain the same occupancy rate. It
is also supported that an increase in the number of positive reviews can improve sales performance
(Blal and Sturman, 2014).
Evidence shows that it is an important issue for hotel managers to understand the antecedents that drive
customer to generate electronic word of mouth (Lee and Hu, 2008). However, most of the research in
this area analyse the impact of e-WOM from a receiver’s perspective and not sufficient attention is payed
to understand the causes that drive customers to generate eWOM (King et al., 2014). Furthermore, many
of the existing research that investigate customers´ WOM behaviours in an online context are based on
information collected from rating websites (e.g. Lee and Hu, 2008; Sparks and Browning, 2010). A better
understanding of the antecedents that foster electronic word of mouth behaviours will help marketing
managers to incorporate e-WOM as an effective promotional marketing tool (Harrison-Walker, 2001)
and to mitigate the potential harmful effects of negative eWOM.
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Satisfaction and eWOM
In relation to the expectancy-disconfirmation theory described in section 2.1, word of mouth is a
possible short-term consequence of dissatisfactory/satisfactory consumption experiences (Oliver,
1997). Both positive and negative disconfirmation may stimulate word of mouth. However, simply
meeting expectations might not be powerful enough to foster any reaction on customers (Oliver, 1997).
As mentioned previously, many empirical research that investigate customers’ e-WOM behaviour are
based on information collected from online platforms such as rating websites. The next two sections will
present a more detailed description of some of the empirical studies that investigate electronic WOM
content from different online platforms in relation to positive and negative service consumption
experiences.

2.3.2.1 Dissatisfactory consumption experiences and negative eWOM
Wetzer et al., (2007) investigated the reaction of customers to a failed service encounter and how it is
connected with negative WOM. Feelings such as anger or frustration were found as a trigger to spread
negative consumption experiences. While the feeling of anger leads negative WOM with the goal to vent
the bad service experience and take revenge with the company, disappointment is more connected to
the desire to warn others customers. Consistent with these findings, Sweeney et al. (2005) suggest that
negative WOM relates to dissatisfying experiences and strong emotions such as anger or frustration. In
this study it was also found that costumer with negative experiences are willing to vent their feelings
and act sooner than customers willing to share positive experiences. According to the disconfirmation
theory (Oliver, 1997) these two feelings are a consequence of negative disconfirmation. While
disappointment is associated to the no fulfilment of moderate expectations anger relates to the no
fulfilment of high expectations.
Similarly, Harrison-Walker (2001) suggests that low service quality might increase the propensity of
customers to generate negative eWOM. The reason proposed to explain this reaction is the desire to
warn other customers and avoid them to experience similar problems with the service provider.
Melian-Gonzalez et al., (2013) found that at least initially, unsatisfied guests engage in electronic WOM
more than satisfied ones. Hotels with small number of reviews tend to have a preponderance of negative
reviews. The results of this study were based on approximately 25.000 customer ‘reviews from 6,913
hotels in 135 different geographical zones. Data were gathered from TripAdvisor.com and the rate given
by customer was considered as a representation of the satisfaction level. The authors connect the results
with the idea that dissatisfied customers have a stronger motivation toward eWOM behaviour. This
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reasoning presents similarities with the work of Mangold et al. (1999) in which is stated that Word of
mouth seems to be more motivated by dissatisfaction. However, Melian-Gonzalez et al., (2013)
acknowledge that investigations based on data collected from online platforms might not be a truly
representation of customers´ satisfaction levels. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate this topic from
a customer perspective.

2.3.2.2 Satisfactory consumption experiences and positive eWOM
Racherla et al., (2011) investigate the patterns of online reviews from a travel-advisory website. A
semantic analysis technique was applied to 3.200 reviews. The distribution found in this study was a
preponderance of favourable reviews. The second highest category was extremely negative reviews
with very little representation of moderate reviews. The results also show that people under 40 tend to
engage more in eWOM.
Yoo and Gretzel (2008) carried out a study among approx. 1500 users of travel review site. The results
show that females present higher preponderance to generate positive eWOM with the aim to reciprocate
the company for a great service quality. Contrary to other studies previously mentioned, the desire to
spread negative feelings after a bad consumption experience does not seem to have a considerable
impact on the decision of generate negative eWOM. The willingness to vent negative feelings seems to
be higher for males. Nevertheless, this study does not specify specific features of the service that are
more valuable for customers and make them willing to share their positive service quality experiences.
Öğüt and Cezar (2012) suggest that higher hotel star ratings and lower prices lead to positive eWOM
behaviour. For this study data were gathered from a popular online booking website; booking.com. The
argument proposed is that the motivation for writing reviews is influenced by the quality of the service
and the price paid. Based on this hypothesis the results show that satisfaction rather than dissatisfaction
has stronger influence on customers’ decision to write online reviews in hotel websites. Öğüt and Cezar
(2012) support that the perception of service quality plays an important role on the customers`
satisfaction and thus, on the motivation to post online reviews. However, as mentioned before, other
authors (e.g., Racherla et al. 2011; Melian-Gonzalez et al, 2013) criticize the use of customers´ rate as a
proxy for customers´ perception of service quality. This argument is grounded on the idea that findings
based on online websites data should be contrasted against a direct measure of customer satisfaction.

Overall, different empirical studies in the area of customer satisfaction and eWOM present contradictory
results. While some studies support that satisfied customers are more motivated to generate eWOM,
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others findings point dissatisfaction as the main driver of eWOM. Furthermore, many of these research
are based on information collected from online platforms. In order to get a better understanding about
the role of satisfaction levels on the intention to generate eWOM in hotel customers, further
investigation from a customer perspective is needed.
The next section will present the conceptual model and hypotheses development based on insights
obtained from the literature review of the concepts of customer engagement, satisfaction, service
quality and electronic word of mouth.

CUSTOMER

ENGAGEMENT, SATISFACTION AND E-WOM:

PROPOSED

MODEL AND

HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
As describe in section 1.1, various researchers have attempted to create frameworks to understand the
customer engagement process. The interest in this topic lies on the premise that engaged customer’s
may act as a viral marketing tool providing recommendations to other customers (Brodie et al. 2011).
The different engagement models discussed previously agree on the idea that customer satisfaction
have an impact on the way customer engagement occurs.
The perspective taken by Hollebeek and Chen (2014) with the inclusion of a bi-valenced way of
engagement, makes this model an appropriate tool to investigate the impact of different levels of
satisfaction on the engagement process (See figure 2.1). The set of drivers that initiate customer
engagement is based on the customer´s perception of their interaction with the firm. According to the
expectations-disconfirmation theory (Oliver 1997), comparison between perceptions and expectations
predicts satisfaction.
Hollebeek and Chen present eWOM as a consequence of customer engagement and supports the
applicability of this framework to different industries such as hospitality, airlines or financial services.
However, due to the distinctive features of services it is necessary the adaptation of the model to a
service context, and more specifically to a hotel service.
The perception of firm-customer interaction in a service environment is connected to the service quality
concept. Customer perception of service quality is “…the degree and direction of discrepancy between
consumers´ perceptions and expectations.” (Parasuraman et al., 1988 p.17). As discussed in previous
section, the SEVQUAL scale (Parasuraman, 1988) is an appropriate tool to capture customer´s
perception in relation to expected service. Therefore, the perceived brand actions proposed by
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Hollebeek and Chen (2014) as key drivers of engagement will be adapted to the five dimensions of
service quality proposed by Parasuraman et al., (1988) in the SERVQUAL model.

Conceptual model: triggers and consequences of positively/negatively –
valenced engagement
Hollebeek and Chen (2014) define engagement as “the level of customer´s cognitive, emotional and
behavioural investment in specific brand interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.62). The engagement
object is the company, and the positive or negative customer´s perceptions of their interactions with the
firm may produce positive or negative engagement.
“Positively valenced brand engagement may center on particular favourable or affirmative cognitive,
emotional and behavioural brand-related dynamics during specific brand interactions” (Hollebeek and
Chen, 2014, p.63).
“Negatively valenced brand engagement, by contrast, is exhibited through consumers’ unfavourable brandrelated thoughts, feelings, and behaviours during focal brand interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014,
p.63).
Hollebeek and Chen’s (2014) perspective is that when the firm´s actions are perceived as favourable,
specific positively engagement is expected to occur. Negative perceptions of the brand actions will
generate negatively engaged customers. The engagement process is composed by three dimensions:
immersion (cognitive), passion (emotional) and activation (behavioural). The following sections will
present a more detailed description of each dimension. Furthermore, the antecedents of engagement
will be adapted to a hotel service context by using the SERVQUAL dimensions.

Cognitive dimension of engagement: Immersion
Immersion is defined as “the level of consumer´s positively/negatively-valenced brand-related thoughts,
concentration and reflection in specific brand interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.66) and is the
cognitive dimension of engagement. The model presents four key drivers that exert a predominant
impact on immersion : perceived company actions, perceived quality performance, pereived company
innovativeness and perceived company value.
Perceived company actions are defined as” the customer perceptions of the firm’s operations and
handling of specific issues” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.63). The high level of interaction between
employees and customers during service delivery in a hotel context, makes employees the main
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representatives of the company actions. This driver will be replaced for two of the SERVQUAL model
dimensions: “Assurance” and “Empathy”. Assurance refers to the “knowledge and courtesy of staff and
their ability to convey trust and confidence” (Parasuraman et al. 1988, p.23). Empathy describes the
“initialised attention that the organization provides to its customers” (Parasuraman et al. 1988, p.23). The
company handling of specific issues is also included in the responsiveness dimension. Thus, it will not
be considered as part assurance and empathy to avoid repetition.
Perceived company actions (Hollebeek
and Chen, 2014)

Perceived assurance and Perceived
empathy (SERVQUAL)

Hollebeek and Chen (2014) argue that a customer evaluation of company actions above or below
expectations will have an impact on the overall thoughts and reflections about the company, and might
derivate in a positive or negative cognitive engagement. Therefore, a positive or negative perception of
assurance and empathy, will have an impact on the apparition of positive or negative cognitive
engagement. The next two hypotheses are based on this premise.

H1

•There is a positive relationship between Perceived Empathy and Cognitive engagement
(Immersion)

H2

•There is a positive relationship between Perceived Assurance and Cognitive engagement
(Immersion)

Perceived brand innovativeness is defined as “consumer’s perception regarding the degree to which a
brand offers novel products, product features or other new elements that have value to the consumer”
(Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.69). To adapt this driver to a hotel service experience, the service features
or valuable elements for the hotel guests can relate to the tangible dimension of the SERVQUAL model.
That is, physical facilities such a room features, cleanliness, common areas, restaurants, Wi-Fi
connection, transportation or other elements related to the appearance of staff. A customer positive or
negative evaluation of these features might have an impact on the perception of the service received and
thus, on a positive or negative cognitive engagement.
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Perceived Brand innovativeness
(Hollebeek and Chen, 2014)

H3

Perceived tangibles (SERVQUAL)

•There is a positive relationship between Perceived Tangibles and Cognitive Engagement
(Immersion)

Perceived brand value is defined as “customer overall assessment of the utility of a product/service based
on perceptions of what is received and what is given” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.69). Despite this
driver cannot be categorized as one of the SERVQUAL dimensions, it is argued by Oliver (1997) that the
product or service price has an impact on customer´s expectations and thus on satisfaction. Assuming
that high prices lead high expectations, the risk of negative disconfirmation is higher. Similarly, if lower
prices generate lower expectations there are more probabilities that customers will experience positive
disconfirmation and thus, satisfaction (See figure 2.3). In addition, some of the above mentioned
empirical research suggest a relationship between price payed and eWOM behaviour. Öğüt and Cezar
(2012) support that given a similar level of service quality, customers tend to engage more in positive
WOM for hotels with lower prices. Therefore, the following hypotheses will serve to test whether the
perception of the price payed against service received has an impact on cognitive engagement.

H4

•There is a positive relationship between Perceive Value and Cognitive Engagement
(Immersion)

Perceived brand/quality performance is defined as consumer´s perceived quality of the brand. This
driver will not be considered, since according to the SERVQUAL model the five dimensions together
represents the customer´s perception of the quality of the service provided by the brand.

Emotional dimension of engagement: Passion
Passion is defined as “the degree of a consumer’s positively/negatively-valenced brand related affect
exhibited in particular brand interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.66) and it represents the
emotional dimension of engagement. According to Oliver (1997), the positive or negative
disconfirmation of expectations generate an emotional reaction in customers. Whilst no fulfilment of
expectations might lead to anger or frustration, exceeded expectations may provoke feelings such as
gratitude or pleasant surprise (Oliver, 1997). Two drivers connect directly with this dimension,
Perceived company responsiveness and Perceived delivery of brand promise.
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Perceived brand-company responsiveness is the “degree to which a consumer feels a brand or
company to be approachable and receptive to consumer queries or feedback as well as showing an ability
to resolve these” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.70). This key driver will be replaced by the Responsiveness
dimension of the SERVQUAL model defined as “willingness to help customers and provide prompt service”
(Parasuraman et al, 1988, p.23). This dimension relates to the role of service employees handling
customer´s issues with the service delivering.
Perceived brand-company
responsiveness (Hollebeek and Chen,
2014)

Perceived responsiveness (SERVQUAL)

Hollebeek (2014) proposed that the customer´s perception of the ability of the company to solve certain
product/service failures is a trigger of the development of positive or negative emotional engagement.
•There is a positive relationship between Perceived Responsiveness and Emotional
engagemen (Passion).

H5

Perceived brand-company promise is the “degree to which the brand has produced its promises
benefits as set out by its marketing communications” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.70). This one connects
to the Reliability defined as “ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately”
(Parasuraman et al. 1988, p.23). Therefore, a positive or negative customer perception about the
capacity of the company to perform the promised services will have an impact on the apparition of
positive or negative emotional engagement.
Perceived brand-company promise
(Hollebeek and Chen, 2014)

H6

Perceived reliability (SERVQUAL)

•There is a positive relationship between Perceived reliability and Emotional engagement
(Passion)

Behavioural dimension of engagement: Activation
Activation is defined as “a consumer´s positively/negatively valenced energy, effort and time spent on a
brand in particular interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.66). Thus, activation is the behavioural
manifestation of engagement and might result in electronic WOM behaviour. According to Hollebeek
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and Chen (2014), when the antecedents are perceived as favourable, specific positively-valenced
engagement is expected to happen. However, when these are perceived as unfavourable, negativelyvalenced engagement expressions are anticipated to occur. So, for the purpose of this analysis, the
expressions of positively-negatively engagement will be the generation of positive or negative electronic
word of mouth (online reviews).
Some of the research discussed in section 2 make suggestions about different causes that drive positive
or negative eWOM. Whilst authors such as Yoo and Gretzel (2008) or Öğüt and Cezar (2012) argue that
the desire to reciprocate the company for a great service quality is the main motivator to engage in
eWOM, other research support that dissatisfaction is the strongest motivator to generate eWOM (e.g.
Melian-Gonzalez al.,2013). Some authors claim that the desire to take revenge on the company after an
unsatisfactory consumption experience make the customers to react fast and to generate negative
eWOM (e.g. Wetzer et al., 2007; Sweeney et al., 2005).
According to the expectations-disconfirmation theory (Oliver, 1997) performance above expectations
will precede emotions such as gratitude or pleasant surprise. On the other hand, performance below
expectations may generate disappointment or anger. However, simply meetings expectations might not
be powerful enough to foster any reaction in customers. Hollebeek and Chen (2014) propose that
customer´s thoughts about the company actions (cognitive engagement) and customer´s emotion
resulting from these interactions with company (emotional engagement) will have an impact on the
customer effort and energy spent in particular interactions (behavioural engagement). That is,
generation of positive or negative eWOM.

H7

•There is a relationship between Cognitive engagement (Immersion) and Behavioural
engagement (Passion)

H8

•There is a relationship between Emotional engagement (Passion) and Behavioural
engagement (Activation)

The graph below depicts the proposed model based on the combination of Hollebeek´s model of
antecedents and consequences of positively-/negatively-valenced brand engagement and the five
dimensions of the SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman et al., 1988).
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Figure 2.4 Antecedents and consequences of customer engagement process
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METHODOLOGY
This chapter will provide an explanation of the methods used through this thesis with the aim to answer
the research question. The graph below represents the logical process of a research design elaborated
by Saunders et al., (2009) that will guide the upcoming sections. The research philosophy (section 3.1)
and research approach (section 3.2) will have an impact on the manner the research question is
answered. Similarly, the research question will have an influence on the choices of research strategy
(section 3.3), time horizon (sections 3.4 and 3.5) and data collection techniques (section 3.6) (Saunders
et al.,2009).
Figure 3.1 Research onion

Positivism
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Deductive

Approach

Survey
Focus group

Strategy

Mixed
methods

Choice

Crosssectional
Data
Collection
and
Analysis

Time
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Source: Own production based on Saunders et al. (2009)

RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY
The research philosophy refers to the development of knowledge and the way this knowledge is created
(Blaikie, 2010). Since the purpose of this thesis is to investigate the different causes that precede a
predicted outcome, the research philosophy adopted will be Positivism. Positivism assumes that
“phenomena and events can be explained by general, or universal, cause–effect laws because knowledge
and cause–effect relationships, while probabilistic and conditional are not contextual” (Brotherton, 2008,
p.32).
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This perspective lays on the epistemological assumption that only observable phenomena will lead the
production of credible data, and these phenomena can be reduced to simpler elements (Saunders et al.
,2009). Following this approach, this project is based on existing theories that help to determine a series
of hypotheses. The ontological assumption involved in positivism is that reality is objective and
independent from social actors. Therefore, the research will not be influenced by the author´s personal
values.

RESEARCH APPROACH
A deductive approach will be adopted to answer the research question. According to Blaikie (2010) this
way of reasoning intends to use an existing theory to explain an association between different concepts.
Robson (2002 cited by Saunders et al., 2009, p.124) presents five steps involved in the deductive
approach:
1. Deduction of the hypotheses
2. Express the relationship between variables
3. Testing the hypothesis
4. Confirm consistency with the applied theory
5. Modify the theory in the case it is needed
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the influence of a series of variables on the customer´s
motivation to generate electronic WOM in the hotel industry. With that purpose, and after a
comprehensive literature review of existing theories on satisfaction, service quality, eWOM and
customer engagement, a set of hypotheses has been developed with the aim to reflect possible
relationship between these variables (Section 2). The graph below shows the hypothesized model.
Figure 3.2. Hypothesized model
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H8

This model reflects that the service quality dimensions have an impact on cognitive (H1, H2, H3, H4) and
emotional engagement (H5, H6). Furthermore, cognitive (H7) and emotional engagement (H8) influence
behavioural engagement (eWOM behaviour).
The formulation of correlational hypothesis is considered more appropriate for hypotheses 7 and 8 due
to the bi-valenced nature of engagement. A correlational hypothesis suggests a connection between at
least two variables without indicating the direction of the correlation (Brotherton, 2008).
The developed hypotheses will be tested in the case of positive and negative consumption experiences
in order to assess possible connections between cognitive, emotional engagement and e-WOM intention.
The table below presents the list of hypotheses that will be tested in this thesis with the aim to answer
the research question.
Table 3.1 Proposed hypotheses

H1

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Empathy and Cognitive engagement
(Immersion)

H2

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Assurance and Cognitive engagement
(Immersion)

H3

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Tangibles and Cognitive engagement
(Immersion)

H4

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Value and Cognitive engagement
(Immersion)

H5

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Responsiveness and Emotional engagement
(Passion)

H6

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Reliability and Emotional Engagement
(Passion)

H7

There is a relationship between Cognitive engagement (Immersion) and Behavioural
engagement (Activation)

H8

There is a relationship between Emotional engagement (Passion) and Behavioural engagement
(Activation)

RESEARCH STRATEGY
Since the aim of this project is to establish the relationship between different variables, the purpose of
this thesis is explanation. In order to test the hypotheses derived from existing theories and answer the
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research question, mainly primary data will be collected. The use of primary data allows researchers to
produce and to evaluate the quality of the data obtained (Blaikie, 2010).
The first method of data collection will be survey. The survey strategy is an appropriate method in
combination with the deductive approach (Saunders et al., 2009). Despite the fact that surveys may
involve an artificial situation in which respondents have to choose among established answers (Brother
ton, 2008), properly conducted surveys might deliver reliable results appropriate for statistical analysis
in order to investigate possible relationship between variables (Saunders et al, 2009).
Thereafter, qualitative data will be collected through semi-structured interview on a group basis with
the aim to get a better understanding of the relationship between variables that might emerge from the
quantitative analysis. Focus group is defined as a “group interview that focuses clearly upon a particular
issue, product, service or topic and encompasses the need for interactive discussion amongst participants”
(Saunders et al., 2009 p.347). In explanatory studies, semi-structured interviews are useful to
comprehend relationship between variables (Saunders et al. 2009). The use of focus groups is
appropriate to get insights about how people perceive a situation while they participate in an interactive
conversation (Krueger and Casey, 2000). The questions will be based on the same theories and models
as the survey questions above mentioned.

RESEARCH CHOICES
The choice for this research is the use of mixed methods. Many researchers support the benefits of a
combination of quantitative and qualitative data due to its capacity strengthen the research design
(Krueger, 1994). Quantitative data will be collected through the use of online questionnaires with the
aim to test the hypotheses that reflect relationship between variables proposed on the research model.
Additionally, qualitative data will be collected through focus group interview. The use of semistructured interviews is often used in mixed methods as a means of validate findings from quantitative
analysis (Saunders et al., 2009). Krueger (1994) argues that the use focus group interviews after
quantitative procedures can help to a better interpretation of quantitative results.

TIME HORIZON
The data will be collected in a particular point on time so the survey and the focus group will be
conducted in a cross-sectional basis.
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TECHNIQUE AND PROCEDURE
The core element of the research onion indicates the process of data collection and technique applied to
analyse the data obtained (Saunders et al., 2009). The following sections will provide a more detailed
explanation of the techniques that will be followed in the coming chapters.

Sample
In order to obtain a sample for the survey, a simple random sampling technique will be used to spread
the questionnaires. Respondents will be approached through various social media platforms (e.g.
Facebook, TripAdvisor, LinkedIn). An open invitation to fill voluntarily the survey will be posted on
these platforms. In order to define the target population, an initial requirement for respondent will be
to have recent experiences as a hotel guest. The use on online questionnaires is appropriate to reach a
large and geographically dispersed population sample (Saunders et al., 2009). Furthermore, as this
thesis aims to study the impact of satisfaction levels on the motivation of hotel customers to generate
electronic WOM, the use of online platforms to spread the questionnaire will be a suitable manner to
reach computer-literate respondents.
Thereafter, a purposive sampling method will be used with the aim to reach potential participants for
the focus group with certain knowledge and experience on the topic. With the aim to get a better
understanding about the relationship between variables that might emerge from the quantitative
analysis, participant must fulfil two requirements. Firstly, should have stayed in one or various hotels
recently, preferably during the last six months. Secondly, participants must have written at least one
online review after a stay in a hotel.

Design of survey questionnaire
Closed-ended questionnaire will be utilized to gather information about participants’ past experiences
in a hotel. In order to measure their perceptions of different interaction with the company in both
satisfactory and unsatisfactory experiences, a series of items related to service quality should be ranked
using a seven-point Likert-type scale. Perceptions against expectations will be assessed in a single item
due to the fact that some authors (e.g., Babakus and Boller 1992; Brown et al., 1993) support that it
provides more validity and reliability than the data obtained from the original SERVQUAL scale.
Moreover, the combination approach simplifies the fulfilment process for the respondents.
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Other items related to the Hollebeek and Chen engagement dimension will be also measured using a
seven-point Likert-type scale to assess to what extent respondent agree or disagree with a series of
statements. The table below shows the survey questions that will be used to measure each variable.

Table 3.2 Survey questions

Variable

Scale item (questions)

Based on

Empathy
(caring, •
individualized attention
the firm provides its •
customers)

Employees provided me with personalized SERVQUAL
SERVQUAL
attention
Employees understood my specific needs

Assurance (knowledge
and
courtesy
of
employees and their
ability to inspire trust
and confidence)
Tangibles
(physical
facilities,
equipment,
and
appearance
of
personnel)

•
•
•

Employees treated me with respect
Charges on my account were clearly explained
My reservation requests were efficiently
handled

LQI (Getty
Getty,2013)
LQI
LQI

•
•
•
•

Hotel location
Room features and cleanliness
Public areas appearance and cleanliness
Other facilities (parking, gym, pool, internet
access)

SERVQUAL
SERVQUAL
SERVQUAL
SERVQUAL

Value (customer overall
assessment of what is
received and what is
given)
Responsiveness
(willingness to help
customers and provide
prompt service)

•

I got what I paid for

Hollebeek and Chen
(2014)

•
•
•

Service were provided at the right moment
Employees were always willing to help
Employees solved satisfactorily any service
issues

SERVQUAL
SERVQUAL
LQI (Getty
Getty,2013)

Reliability (Ability to
perform the promised
service dependably and
accurately)
Cognitive Engagement
(positive/negative
customer thoughts and
reflection about service
interactions)
Emotional
Engagement
(positive/negative
customer
feelings
related
to
service
interactions)

•

The hotel provided me with all the promised
services
Services were delivered in the right way

SERVQUAL

•

Overall, I have a positive impression of the
hotel

Hollebeek and Chen
(2014)

•

Overall, the hotel ambience and service
received during my stay made me feel good

Hollebeek and Chen
(2014)

•
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and

and

SERVQUAL

Behavioral
•
Engagement
(time/effort spent on
specific
brand
interactions)

Post positive/negative comments on the
internet

Hollebeek and Chen
(2014)

Design of Focus group questionnaire
The focus group questions are based on the same theories used to design the online questionnaire. That
is, Customer Engagement (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014) and SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman et al., 1988)
and disconfirmation theory (Oliver, 1997). However, mainly open questions will be formulated with the
aim to let participants to respond freely about situations in which they experienced satisfactory and
unsatisfactory experiences in hotels. Despite some of the questions are formulated as closed questions
with a set of possible answers, they are designed to foster conversation among participants and to let
them to relate their choices to personal experiences. The final purpose is to get information about how
these experiences affect their decision to write online reviews and to validate findings obtained from
the quantitative analysis. The table below shows the questions designed and the variables involved in
each question.

Table 3.3 Focus group questions

Variables

Question

Based on

Cognitive Engagement
Perceived Empathy
Perceived Assurance
Perceived Tangibles
Perceived Value

Q1. When you evaluate your experience in a hotel,
which of these factors are more important to you?
(Choose 5 among all the sub-items that compose
these SERVQUAL variables)

SERVQUAL and
Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)

Q2. Do you have a specific factor that will make
you write a review if it doesn´t fulfil your
expectations?
Q3. Would you write a review if these factors are
just like you expected? Or do they have to be
better?

SERVQUAL and
Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)

Behavioural Engagement
Perceived Empathy
Perceived Assurance
Perceived Tangibles
Perceived Value

Emotional Engagement
Q4. Which of these situations would make you feel
Perceived Responsiveness angry or disappointed?
Perceived Reliability
Q5. What would be your reaction if your
expectations are not fulfilled but employees are
very nice and willing to help?
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SERVQUAL and
Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)

Negative Emotional
Engagement
Positive Emotional
Engagement
Behavioural Engagement

Q6. Do you remember a real situation in which
you felt angry or disappointed because something
during your stay was worse than expected?
Q7. Do you remember a real situation in which
you felt happy or surprised because your
expectations about the hotel were exceeded?
Q8. In which of these situations would you feel
more motivated to write an online review?
• The hotel was better than expected
• Average, just what I expected
• The hotel was worse than expected

Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)
Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)
Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)
Oliver (1997)

Negative Behavioural
Engagement
Responsiveness

Q9. You complain to a hotel employee but you feel
this person is not making the effort to help. What
would be your reaction?

Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)
SERVQUAL

Positive Behavioural
Engagement

Q10. Overall service was better than expected
• I will share my positive perception about
the hotel with employees
• I will recommend this hotel to my family
and friends
• I will write a positive online review to
reciprocate the company for the great
service received.
Q11. What would be your reaction if a hotel
employee asks you to write an online review after
your stay?
Q12. Overall, do you feel more motivated to write
an online review when you are satisfied or
dissatisfied with the service received?

Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)
Oliver (1997)

Behavioural Engagement

Behavioural Engagement

Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)
Hollebeek and
Chen (2014)
Oliver (1997)

Quality of the data: Validity and reliability
In this section, some issues related to the validity and reliability of the methods used to collect the data
for this research project are discussed.
Saunders et al. (2009, p.157) argue that internal validity “is concerned with whether the findings are
really about what they appear to be about” and external validity relates to the possibility to generalise
the findings (Saunders et al. 2009).
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Reliability is “the ability of the measure to produce the same results under the same conditions" (Field,
2009, p.12). According to Saunders et al (2009, p.156), reliability “refers to the extent to which your data
collection techniques or analysis procedures will yield consistent findings.”

3.6.4.1 Survey questionnaire data quality
The sampling technique used to gather data will have an impact on the generalisability of the data
obtained. The target population for this analysis is people that have recently stayed in a hotel.
Participants will be approached through social media platforms by an open invitation with the aim to
reach a large and geographically dispersed population. However, the use of online questionnaire
impedes the calculation of the response rate.
According to Pallant (2010) it is quite common to get skewed data in social sciences studies, due to the
fact that they involve constructs related to human’s perceptions or behavior among others. The
questionnaire was designed to measure the perception of customers’ interaction with a firm under the
circumstances of satisfactory or unsatisfactory consumption experiences. Therefore, the probability to
get nonparametric data is high. External validity or generalisability of the data obtained from the
questionnaire will be assessed in the quantitative analysis chapter.
The internal validity and reliability is connected to the design of the questions and the structure of the
questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2009). Internal validity of a questionnaire can be assessed by evaluating
content validity, criterion-related validity and construct validity (Saunders et al., 2009)
Content validity refers to the extent to which the questions provide an adequate coverage of the topic
investigated (Saunders et al., 2009). A way to assess content validity is by a carefully review of existing
literature about the topic. To elaborate the survey questions, a comprehensive review of the concept of
service quality and customer engagement have been made. Different authors support the validity and
applicability to the SERVQUAL scale to measure customers ‘perception of the service quality in the hotel
industry (e.g. Getty and Getty ,2003; Mei et al 1999; Akan 1995). Therefore, the questions are based on
the SERVQUAL scale items (Parasuraman et al., 1988) and the LQI (Lodge Quality Index) adaptation to
hotel industry (Getty and Getty, 2003). Furthermore, the Hollebeek and Chen (2014) engagement theory
will be used to formulate additional questions intending to measure customer´s positive and negative
engagement.
Criterion-related validity is connected to the ability of the questions to make accurate predictions
(Saunders et al., 2009). The assessment of criterion-related validity will be made by testing correlation
between different variables in the quantitative analysis chapter.
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Construct validity “refers to the extent to which your measurement questions actually measure the
presence of those constructs you intended them to measure” (Saunders et a. 2009, p.373). The survey
method has been extensively used as a way of data collection by many authors that have applied the
service quality model for different purposes. Parasuraman et al. (1988) propose the use of surveys as
an adequate technique to gather information about customer´s expectations and perceptions. With the
aim to assess whether the customer´s expectations with the brand interactions were met, the 7 Likerttype scale will provide respondent with the options outlined in the table below. In this way, respondents
will be able to assess comparison between expectations and perceptions in a single item.
Figure 3.2 7-Likert type scale to measure customers’ perceptions against expectations.

1

Totally failed to meet my expectations

2

Somewhat failed to meet my expectations

3

Slightly failed to meet my expectations

4

Just met my expectations

5

Slightly exceeded my expectations

6

Somewhat exceeded my expectations

7

Far exceeded my expectations

Reliability of a questionnaire consists on the ability of the scale items to measure the same underlying
construct (Pallant, 2010). The Cronbach´s coefficient alpha is a commonly methods used in statistics to
assess internal consistency. The results of this test will be provided on the quantitative analysis chapter.

3.6.4.2 Focus group data quality
According to Saunders et al., (2009) validity in qualitative research relates to the extent to which the
researcher gains access to the participants’ knowledge. Semi-structured interviews facilitate the
interaction between interviewer and participants offering possibility to clarify any misunderstanding
that might emerge during the process.
One of the main drawback of the use of qualitative data is the difficulty to generalise the findings
obtained. However, Krueger (1994) argues that two ways to assess validity of data obtained from a
focus group are face validity and convergent validity. While the first one refers to the believability of the
participants’ comments, the former relates to the comparison of focus group results with other similar
research. Moreover, some authors support that the possibility to relate the results obtained to existing
theories give broader significance to them (Saunders et al., 2009).
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A threat to reliability of qualitative data is related to whether the replication of a specific research would
achieve similar results. While semi-structured interviews give researches the flexibility to explore
deeper a specific topic, it might jeopardize the probability to be replicated by other researchers
(Saunders et al., 2009). To cope with this shortcoming, the focus group questions are logically structured
and based on the theories related to service quality (Parasuraman et al. 1988) and customer
engagement (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014) (Table 3.3).
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
This chapter consists of six parts and its purpose it to analyze quantitative data collected through online
questionnaires (see appendix 1). To proceed with statistical calculations, IBM SPSS 22 software is used
(see appendix 2 and 3). Firstly, some insights about the characteristics of the sample obtained are
provided (section 4.1). Thereafter, descriptive statistics of the variables involved in the analysis are
discussed (section 4.2). The reliability of the data obtained is tested in the following section (4.3.). In
order to assess the most appropriate technique to test correlation between variables, section 4.4
analyzes the distribution of the data. In section 4.5 the hypotheses are tested for the two cases analyzed:
satisfactory and unsatisfactory consumption experiences. At the end of this section it will be provided
a summary of the validation of the proposed hypotheses (Section 4.6).

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
Participants were asked to fill out the survey based on two different past experiences: a satisfactory and
unsatisfactory stay in a hotel. The questionnaires were designed with the aim to let participants to
evaluate the performance of different service attributes against expectations.

Moreover, other

questions were used to measure customers´ reflections and feelings after these two experiences as well
as their motivation to generate positive or negative eWOM. No previous definition of satisfaction was
provided with the intention to let respondent to choose experiences considered satisfactory or
unsatisfactory by themselves. A total of 141 surveys were collected from 17-05 to 03-06- 2016. From a
total of 141 surveys, 80 participants (57%) were females and 61 (43%) males. Regarding to age, 45% of
the sample were between 30 and 40 years old. People under 30 and between 40-50 presented 21% of
the sample each. The smallest age group was people under 60 with a 13% of the total of the sample.
Figure 4.1 Characteristics of the sample

Age

Gender

60+ <= 29
40 - 5913% 21%
21%

Female
57%

Male
43%

30 - 39
45%

<= 29

30 - 39

40 - 59

60+

Male
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Female

The use of online questionnaires is appropriate to reach a large and geographically dispersed population
sample (Saunders et al. 2009). Thirty-one different nationalities are represented in this sample.
Figure 4.2 Nationality of respondents
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The hotel category associated to satisfactory and unsatisfactory experiences is depicted in the graph
below. Both present a similar distribution across categories, so there is not a clear pattern that indicates
a relationship between hotel category and satisfaction level. Three and four star hotels have the higher
number of cases.

Figure 4.3 Hotel category associated to satisfactory and unsatisfactory experiences
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
In order to get a better understanding of the data collected through the surveys, this section elaborates
descriptive statistics analysis. Before proceeding with the descriptive analysis process, a brief
description of the variables used for this analysis will be provided.
Categorical variables are used to measure some characteristics of the sample population such as gender,
employment status and category of the hotel visited.
Continuous variables are used to measure customers´ perception of their interactions with the firm
(independent variables), customers´ cognitive and emotional engagement (dependent variables) and
customers´ motivation to generate electronic Word of mouth (dependent variable).
The following graphs present the mean value of each of the sub-items that compose the service quality
dimensions related to cognitive and emotional engagement.
For satisfactory experiences, ‘Room features and cleanliness’ (5,90), ‘Common areas appearance and
cleanliness’ (5,87) and value for money (5,86), are the items that present higher punctuation of
customers´ perceptions above expectations. Similarly, value for money (2,81) and ‘Room features and
cleanliness’ (2,94) seem to be important features and are associated to dissatisfaction when the
customer´s perceive them below expectations.
Figure 4.4 Mean value of sub-items associated to cognitive engagement

Mean value of sub-items associated to Cognitive
Engagement
Perceived Value

5,86

2,81

Others: parking, restaurant, wifi...

3,14

Common areas appearance and cleanliness

3,18

Room features and cleanliness

5,46
5,87
5,90

2,94

Hotel location

5,47

3,83

My reservation requests were efficiently handled

5,38

3,37

Charges on my bank account were clearly explained

5,13

3,57

Employees treated me with respect

5,60

3,30

Employees understood my specific needs

5,41

2,84

Employees provided me with personalized attention

5,44

3,09
0,00

Satisfactory

1,00

2,00

Unsatisfactory
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3,00

4,00

5,00

6,00

7,00

Regarding to the sub- items associated to emotional engagement, the following graph shows that
‘Employees were always willing to help’ (5,73) and ‘The hotel provided me with all the promised
services’ (5,72) have the highest punctuation above expectations when the experience is satisfactory.
The customers ‘perception of the delivery of all the promised services by the hotel seems to have a
considerable importance as it presents the lowest score below expectations (2,52) for unsatisfactory
experiences.

Figure 4.5 Mean value of sub-items associated to emotional engagement

Mean value of sub-items associated to Emotional
Engagement
Services were delivered in the right way

5,48

2,64

The hotel provided me with all the promised services

5,72

2,52

Employees were always willing to help

5,73

2,89

Employees solved satisfactorily any service issues

5,69

2,74

Services were provided in the right moment

5,40

2,93
0,00
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1,00

2,00

3,00

4,00

5,00

6,00

7,00

Unsatisfactory

The graph below shows the mean value of each independent variable (SERVQUAL dimensions plus
perceived value) in the two cases analyzed. The sub-items that compose each independent variable were
added to obtain an overall score. For satisfactory experience, ‘Perceived value’ has the highest score
(5,87) followed by ‘Perceived Tangibles’ (5,68). In the case of unsatisfactory experiences in a hotel, the
variable ‘Perceived responsiveness’ which is associated to emotional engagement, presents the lowest
score (2,58), followed by ‘Perceived value’ and ‘Perceived reliability’.
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Figure 4.6 Mean value of perceived customer-brand interactions

Mean value of perceived customer-brand
interactions
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The continuous dependent variables such as ‘Cognitive engagement’, ‘Emotional engagement’ and
‘Behavioral engagement’ were measured assessing to what extent respondent agree or disagree with a
series of statements. The following table displays the mean value of each dependent variables which
represent the three dimensions of engagement.
Table 4.1 Mean value of cognitive, emotional and behavioral engagement
Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

experience

experience

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Cognitive engagement (Immersion)

2,45

1,045

6,27

,836

Emotional engagement (Passion)

2,55

1,058

6,28

,812

Behavioral engagement (Motivation to generate eWOM)

5,19

1,673

6,18

,883

In the case of unsatisfactory experience, the ‘Cognitive’ and ‘Emotional engagement’ mean values denote
a negative level of customer engagement. That is, the overall impression of the service delivered
generated negative thoughts and feelings about the company and the service itself. The most common
feelings associated to an unsatisfactory experience are disappointment and anger.
Contrary, a satisfactory experience generates positive ‘Cognitive’ and ‘Emotional engagement’, which
means that overall, the customers stated to have a positive thoughts and feelings about the company
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and service received. The most common feelings associated to a satisfactory stay are happiness and
pleasant surprise.
Figure 4.7 Feelings associated to satisfactory and unsatisfactory experiences

Feelings associated to an
unsatisfactory experience

Feelings associated to a
satisfactory experience

Withdrawal

0,71%

Delight

Disgust

1,42%

Indiference

Indiference

3,55%

Relief

7,80%

Pleasure

8,51%

Anger

26,95%

Resignation
Tolerance
Frustration
Disappointment

13,48%

0,71%
2,84%

Pleasant surprise

8,51%

Gratitude

17,73%
27,66%

Happiness

28,37%
21,99%
29,79%

‘Behavioral Engagement’, which is considered in the proposed model as a consequence of ‘Cognitive’
and ‘Emotional engagement’, represents the customer´s motivation to generate eWOM and shows a
mean value above four in both cases (See table 4.1). This means that customers agree with the idea that
after an unsatisfactory or satisfactory stay in a hotel they felt motivated to generate eWOM. The mean
value of the motivation to generate positive eWOM is higher than the motivation to generate negative
eWOM.
To test how the customers ´perceptions of different service attributes (perceived company interactions)
influence their motivation to generate eWOM, the correlation between different variables will be tested
in the following sections.

RELIABILITY TEST: CRONBACH´S ALPHA COEFFICIENT
The internal reliability consists on the ability of the scale items to measure the same underlying
construct (Pallant, 2010). The Cronbach alpha coefficient should be above 0,7(Pallant, 2010). The
results presented a score of 0,815 for unsatisfactory experiences and 0,90 for satisfactory experiences.
Both present a good reliability score making it possible to run the correlation tests.
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ASSESSING NORMALITY
Before deciding which statistical techniques are more appropriate to test the hypotheses and answer
the research question, it is important to determine whether the data collected present a parametric or
non-parametric distribution.
In order to assess the normality of each of the variables using for statistical analysis, skewness and
kurtosis values will be calculated. “A normal distribution is characterized by a symmetrical, bell-shaped
curve, which has the greatest frequency of scores in the middle with smaller frequencies towards the
extremes” (Pallant, 2010, p.53). The next two sections will present the results of the normality tests in
the two mentioned cases.

Unsatisfactory consumption experience- normality test
In the case of unsatisfactory consumption experience, all the continuous variables present positive
skewness values, which indicate that the majority of the values are concentrated on the low scores.
These distribution is a consequence of perceptions below expectations. Hence, the assumption that the
greatest frequency of scores lay in middle is violated. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality
present a significant result (p< 0.05) for all the variables which suggest that any of them follows a normal
distribution.

Satisfactory consumption experience- normality test
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied also to the data collected from satisfactory consumption
experiences. Similarly, all the variables present significant results (p<0.05) which means that the data
do not present a normal distribution. Regarding to skewness values, the majority of the independent
continuous variables present negative values. Therefore, the greater part of the scores are concentrated
on the right side of the scale, due to the fact that for satisfactory experiences customer´s perceptions are
mainly above expectations.

TESTING HYPOTHESES
As the purpose of this study is explanatory, in this section the correlation of different variables will be
examined in order to test the hypotheses and thus, to evaluate the proposed model in the case of positive
and negative customer engagement. Correlation will help to determine the strength and direction of the
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relationship between two variables (Pallant, 2010). As it was explained in methodology section, the
formulation of correlational hypotheses to test the engagement response (H6, H7, H8), is used due to
the fact that they will be tested in the case of positive and negative customer engagement. The
nonparametric distribution of the data obtained makes the Spearman´s Rho correlation coefficient a
suitable test to investigate correlation between variables.
To evaluate the strength of the relationship, the scale developed by Cohen (1988, cited by Pallant 2010)
will be used as a referent.
Table 4.2 Strength of relationship between variables

small

r = .10 to .29

medium

r = .30 to .49

large

r = .50 to 1.0

Source: Pallant (2010)

The coefficient of determination will help to determine the amount of variability in one variable that is
shared by the other (Field, 2009).
The hypotheses testing section is divided in two blocks. The aim is to investigate separately and to test
the hypothesis under two different cases: unsatisfactory (Section 4.5.1) and satisfactory (Section 4.5.2)
experiences in a hotel. The results will provide information about the impact of the independent
variables (customers perceptions of specific brand interactions) on the formation of cognitive,
emotional and behavioral engagement.

UNSATISFACTORY EXPERIENCE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

4.5.1.1 Negative cognitive engagement
In this section is going to be analyzed the correlation between the four different triggers that, according
to the proposed model, have an impact on the customers ‘negative cognitive engagement. A positive
correlation between these variables will indicate that a perception of the company interactions below
expectations have an impact on the generation of customer´s negative thoughts and reflection about the
company.
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Figure 4.8 Fragment of the proposed model analyzed in this section
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The table below illustrates the Spearman´s rho correlation coefficient between ‘Perceived empathy’,
‘Perceived assurance’, ‘Perceived tangibles’, ‘Perceived value’ (independent variables) and ‘Cognitive
engagement’ (dependent variable).
Table 4.3 Spearman's rho Correlation between ‘Perceived company interactions’ and ‘Cognitive
engagement’
Cognitive
Engagement
(Spearman's
rho)

Hypotheses

Strength of the
relationship
(Cohen 1988)

Coefficient of
determination

Cognitive Engagement

1,000

Perceived Empathy

,235**

Accepted

small

,0522

Perceived Assurance

,235**

Accepted

small

,0522

Perceived Tangibles

,471**

Accepted

medium

,2218

Perceived Value

,623**

Accepted

large

,3881

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

H1. There is a positive relationship between Perceived empathy and Cognitive engagement (Immersion)
The results show that there is a positive small correlation (0,235) between ‘Perceived Empathy’ and
‘Cognitive engagement’. This correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p= 0,005). The
coefficient of determination indicates that ‘Perceived Empathy’ below expectations share 5 per cent of
the variability in the respondent´s cognitive engagement scores.
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H2. There is a positive relationship between Perceived assurance and Cognitive engagement
(Immersion).
There is also a positive small correlation (0,235) between ‘Perceived Assurance’ and ‘Cognitive
Engagement’. The result is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p= 0,005). The coefficient of
determination indicates that in the case of unsatisfactory experience, customer´s perceived assurance
below expectations helps to explain 5 per cent of the variability in the respondent´s cognitive
engagement scores.
H3. There is a positive relationship between Perceived tangibles and Cognitive Engagement
(Immersion)
The Spearman´s rho coefficient indicates that there is a positive medium correlation between ‘Perceived
Tangibles’ and ‘Cognitive Engagement’ (0,471). This correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01
level (p= 0,000). Customers ‘perception of the tangibles dimension below expectations helps to explain
approximately 22 per cent of the variance in scores on cognitive engagement.
H4. There is a positive relationship between Perceived value and Cognitive Engagement (Immersion)
The ‘Perceived value’ variable present a large positive correlation (0,623) with ‘Cognitive engagement’.
This correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p= 0,000). The result reveals that the
customers ‘negative perception of the relation between price payed and service received share nearly
39 per cent in the variance of negative cognitive engagement.

4.5.1.2 Negative emotional engagement
In this section is going to be analyzed the correlation between two independent variables, namely
‘Perceived reliability’ and ‘Perceived responsiveness’, with negative ‘Emotional engagement’. According
to the model, these two variables have an impact on customer´s emotional Engagement. The existence
of a positive correlation will indicate that a customer perception of these two variables below
expectations correlate with the formation of a customer negative affect towards the company.
Figure 4.9 Fragment of the proposed model analyzed in this section

P.Responsiveness

P.Reliability

H5

Passion

H6

Negative
Emotional
engagement)
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The table below shows the Spearman´s rho correlation coefficient between ‘Perceived Responsiveness’,
‘Perceived Reliability’ (independent variables) and ‘Emotional Engagement’.
Table 4.4 Spearman's rho Correlation between ‘Perceived company interactions’ and ‘Emotional
engagement’
Emotional
Engagement
(Spearman's rho)
1,000

Hypotheses

Strength of the
relationship
(Cohen 1988)

Coefficient of
determination

Perceived Responsiveness

,359**

Accepted

medium

0,1288

Perceived Reliability

,390**

Accepted

medium

0,1521

Emotional Engagement

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

H5. There is a positive relationship between Perceived Responsiveness and Emotional Engagement
(Passion)
A positive medium correlation is found (0,359) between ‘Perceived Responsiveness’ and ‘Emotional
Engagement’. The correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000). Therefore,
customers´ perceived responsiveness below expectations help to determine 12 per cent of the variance
in negative emotional engagement.
H6. There is a positive relationship between Perceived Reliability and Emotional Engagement (Passion)
Positive medium correlation is also found between these two variables (0,390). The correlation is
statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000). The coefficient of determination indicates that
customers´ perceived responsiveness in the case of unsatisfactory experience share approximately 15
per cent of the variance of negative emotional engagement.

4.5.1.3 Negative behavioral engagement
In this section is going to be analyzed the impact of ‘Cognitive engagement’ and ‘Emotional engagement’
on the customers ‘’Behavioral engagement’. According to the model, customer´s thoughts about the
company actions (cognitive engagement) and customer´s emotion resulting from these interactions
with company (emotional engagement) will have an impact on the customer effort and energy spent in
particular interactions (behavioural engagement). A negative correlation between these variables will
indicate that customers´ negative thoughts and emotions about the service received will correlate with
an increase in the intention to generate negative eWOM.
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Figure 4.10 Fragment of the proposed model analyzed in this section
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The table below shows the Spearman´s correlation coefficient between these three variables.
Table 4.5 Spearman's rho Correlation between ‘Cognitive engagement’, ‘Emotional engagement’ and
‘Behavioural engagement’.
Behavioral
Engagement
(Spearman's rho)

Hypotheses

Strength of the
relationship
(Cohen 1988)

Coefficient of
determination

Behavioral Engagement

1,000

Cognitive Engagement

-,451**

Accepted

medium

,2034

Emotional Engagement

-,299**

Accepted

Small/medium

,0894

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

H7. There is a relationship between Cognitive Engagement (Immersion) and Behavioral Engagement
(negative eWOM)
A medium negative correlation is found between ‘Cognitive engagement’ and ‘Behavioral engagement’
(-0,451). That indicates that an overall negative impression of the hotel after an unsatisfactory
experience, increases the customer´s motivation to generate negative eWOM. This correlation is
statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000). The coefficient of determination reveals that negative
cognitive engagement helps to explain 20 per cent of the variance of the motivation to generate negative
eWOM.
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H8. There is a relationship between Emotional Engagement (Passion) and Behavioral Engagement
(negative eWOM)
Similarly, negative correlation is found between ‘Emotional engagement’ (-0.299) and ‘Behavioral
engagement’. That shows that negative feelings related to the service received is correlated to the
motivation to generate negative eWOM. The variance shared by these two variables is nearly 9 per cent.
The correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000).

SATISFACTORY EXPERIENCE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

4.5.2.1 Positive Cognitive Engagement
In this section is going to be analyzed the correlation between the four triggers that have an impact on
the customers ‘positive ‘Cognitive engagement’ according to the proposed model. A positive correlation
between these variables will indicate that a customer’s perception of the company interactions above
expectations have an impact on the generation of positive thoughts and reflection about the company.
Figure 4.11 Fragment of the proposed model analyzed in this section
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The table below shows the Spearman's rho correlation coefficient between the customers´ perception
of different brand interactions related to ‘Empathy’, ‘Assurance’, ‘Tangibles’, ‘Value’ (independent
variables) and positive ‘Cognitive Engagement’ (dependent variable).
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Table 4.6 Spearman's rho Correlation between ‘Perceived company interactions’ and’“Cognitive
engagement’
Cognitive
Engagement
(Spearman's rho)
1,000

Hypotheses

Strength of the
relationship
(Cohen 1988)

Coefficient of
determination

Perceived Empathy

,455**

Accepted

medium

,2077

Perceived Assurance

,369**

Accepted

medium

,1361

Perceived Tangibles

,460**

Accepted

medium

, 2116

Perceived Value

,690**

Accepted

large

, 4761

Cognitive Engagement

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

H1. There is a positive relationship between Perceived empathy and Cognitive engagement (Immersion)
The results show that there is a positive medium correlation (0,455) between ‘Perceived Empathy’ and
‘Cognitive engagement’. This correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000). The
coefficient of determination indicates that ‘Perceived Empathy’ above expectations helps to explain
approximately 20 per cent of the variance in the respondent´s cognitive engagement scores.
H2. There is a positive relationship between Perceived assurance and Cognitive engagement
(Immersion).
There is a positive medium correlation (0,369) between ‘Perceived Assurance’ and ‘Cognitive
Engagement’. The result is statistically significant at 0.01 level(p=0,000). The coefficient of
determination indicates that in the case of satisfactory experience, customer´s perceived assurance
above expectations helps to explain 13 per cent of the variance in the respondent´s cognitive
engagement scores.
H3. There is a positive relationship between Perceived tangibles and Cognitive Engagement
(Immersion)
The Spearman´s rho coefficient indicates that there is a positive medium correlation between ‘Perceived
Tangibles’ and ‘Cognitive Engagement’ (0,460). This correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01
level (p=0,000). Customers ‘perception of the tangibles dimension above expectations helps to explain
nearly 22 per cent of the variance in scores on cognitive engagement.
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H4. There is a positive relationship between Perceived value and Cognitive Engagement (Immersion)
The ‘Perceived value’ variable present a strong positive correlation (0,690) with ‘Cognitive engagement’.
This correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. The result show that the customers ‘positive
perception of price payed and service received share approximately 47 per cent in the variance of
positive cognitive engagement.

4.5.2.2 Positive Emotional Engagement
In this section is going to be analyzed the impact of ‘Perceived Responsiveness’ and ‘Perceived
Reliability’ (independent variables) on the formation of the customers´ positive affect towards the
company. A positive correlation will indicate that the perception of these two variables above
expectations will correlate with the formation of a customers’ positive ‘Emotional engagement’.
Figure 4.12 Fragment of the proposed model analyzed in this section
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The table below shows the Spearman´s rho correlation coefficient between ‘Perceived Responsiveness’,
‘Perceived Reliability’ (independent variables) and ‘Emotional Engagement’ (dependent variable).
Table 4.7 Spearman's rho Correlation between ‘Perceived company interactions’ and ‘Emotional
engagement’
Emotional
Engagement
(Spearman's rho)
1,000

Hypotheses

Strength of the
relationship
(Cohen 1988)

Coefficient of
determination

Perceived Responsiveness

,391**

Accepted

medium

,1528

Perceived Reliability

,299**

Accepted

Small/medium

, 0894

Emotional Engagement

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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H5. There is a positive relationship between Perceived Responsiveness and Emotional Engagement
(Passion)
A positive medium correlation is found (0,391) between ‘Perceived Responsiveness’ and ‘Emotional
Engagement’. The correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000). Therefore, a positive
customer´ perception of employees’ responsiveness helps to determine approximately 15 per cent of
the variance of positive emotional engagement
H6. There is a positive relationship between Perceived Reliability and Emotional Engagement (Passion)
Positive medium correlation is also found between these two variables (0,299). The correlation is
statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000). The coefficient of determination indicates that
customers´ perceived responsiveness in the case of satisfactory experience share nearly 9 per cent of
the variance of positive emotional engagement.

4.5.2.3 Positive Behavioural Engagement
In this section is going to be analyzed the impact of ‘Cognitive Engagement’ and ‘Emotional Engagement’
on the customers ‘’Behavioral engagement’. According to the model, customer´s thoughts about the
company actions (cognitive engagement) and customer´s emotion resulting from these interactions
with company (emotional engagement) will have an impact on the customer effort and energy spent in
particular interactions (behavioural engagement). A positive correlation between these variables will
indicate that positive thoughts and emotions will correlate with the intention to generate positive
eWOM.
Figure 4.12 Fragment of the proposed model analyzed in this section
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The table below depicts that Spearman´s rho correlation coefficient between these three variables.
Table 4.8 Spearman's rho Correlation between ‘Cognitive engagement’, ‘Emotional engagement’ and
‘Behavioural engagement’.
Behavioral
Engagement
(Spearman's rho)
1,000

Hypotheses

Strength of the
relationship
(Cohen 1988)

Coefficient of
determination

Cognitive Engagement

,554**

Accepted

large

,3069

Emotional Engagement

,532**

Accepted

large

,2830

Behavioral Engagement

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

H7. There is a relationship between Cognitive Engagement (Immersion) and Behavioral Engagement
(negative Ewom)
A large positive correlation is found between ‘Cognitive engagement’ and ‘Behavioral engagement’
(0,554). That indicates that an overall positive impression of the hotel after a satisfactory experience,
increases the customer´s motivation to generate positive eWOM. This correlation is statistically
significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000). The coefficient of determination reveals that positive cognitive
engagement helps to explain nearly 31 per cent of the variance of the motivation to generate positive
eWOM.
H8. There is a relationship between Emotional Engagement (Passion) and Behavioral Engagement
(negative eWom)
Similarly, large positive correlation is found between ‘Emotional engagement’ (0,532) and ‘Behavioral
engagement’. That shows that positive feelings related to the service received is correlated to the
motivation to generate positive eWOM. The variance shared by these two variables is approximately 28
per cent. The correlation is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (p=0,000).

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESES VALIDATION
The proposed analytical model based on Hollebeek and Chen engagement process and SERVQUAL
dimensions (Parasuraman et al. 1988) has served as a guide to stablish possible relations between
specific customers´ brand interactions (independent variables) and customer engagement in a hotel
service context. Overall, the data obtained from the quantitative analysis support that there is a
correlation between customer’s perceptions, cognitive, emotional and behavioral engagement in both
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cases. The table below depicts a summary of the hypotheses test in the two cases analyzed: satisfactory
and unsatisfactory service experiences in a hotel.

Table 4.9 Hypotheses test summary

Unsatisfactory Satisfactory
experience
H1

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Empathy Accepted

experience
Accepted

and Cognitive engagement (Immersion)
H2

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Accepted

Accepted

Assurance and Cognitive engagement (Immersion)
H3

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Tangibles Accepted

Accepted

and Cognitive engagement (Immersion)
H4

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Value and Accepted

Accepted

Cognitive engagement (Immersion)
H5

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Accepted

Accepted

Responsiveness and Emotional engagement (Passion)
H6

There is a positive relationship between Perceived Accepted

Accepted

Reliability and Emotional Engagement (Passion)
H7

There is a relationship between Cognitive engagement Accepted

Accepted

(Immersion) and Behavioural engagement (Activation)
H8

There is a relationship between Emotional engagement Accepted

Accepted

(Passion) and Behavioural engagement (Activation)

The next section will provide an analysis of the proposed model based on qualitative data collected from
focus group interview.
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
This chapter analyzes the qualitative data collected through a semi-structured interview on a group
basis (see appendix 4). The purpose of the focus group was to gather valid and reliable data about
participants´ experiences in hotels and the impact that these experiences had on their intention to write
online reviews (eWOM). The group interview lasted 56:00 minutes. Different topics related to service
quality, satisfaction and engagement were discussed in an informal jargon to make the concepts
understandable for participants. As the purpose of this thesis is explanatory, the use of qualitative data
will be utilized as a part of mixed method research to validate and to get a deeper understanding of the
relationship between variables that emerged from the quantitative analysis in the previous section.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
A purposive sampling method was used with the aim to reach potential participants with certain
knowledge and experience about the topic. According to Krueger and Casey (2000), a focus group should
present certain grade of homogeneity and sufficient variation to foster discussion. To secure certain
homogeneity, all the participants fulfilled two initial requirements. Firstly, they all stayed in one or more
hotels during the last six months. Secondly, they stated to have written online reviews in hotel websites.
A total of six people participate in the process. Respondents presented differences in age, gender,
professional background and nationality. These differences were considered appropriated to get
different approaches to the topic and to foster group discussion.

ANALYSIS
Due to the deductive approach followed through this research, qualitative data will be categorised
according to the proposed model derived from Hollebeek and Chen engagement theoretical framework
(2014) in combination with the SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman et al., 1998). The qualitative analysis
is divided in three different sub sections that represent the three levels of engagement. Namely,
Cognitive Engagement (5.2.1), Emotional Engagement (5.2.2) and Behavioural Engagement (eWOM)
(5.2.3).
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Cognitive engagement
As previously mentioned in other sections, Cognitive engagement refers to “the level of consumer´s
positively/negatively valenced brand-related thoughts, concentration and reflection in specific brand
interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.66). Participants were asked to choose and rank the five
factors that were considered more important to them when they evaluate their experiences in hotels
(Appendix 4, p.97). The factors provided correspond to the SERVQUAL scale sub-items that compose
the triggers that affect to cognitive engagement according to the proposed model. That is, ‘Perceived
Empathy’, ‘Perceived Assurance’, ‘Perceived Tangibles’ and ‘Perceived Value’. The table below depicts
the sub-items ranked by participants.

Table 5.1 Participants´ ranking of cognitive engagement items

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
PERCEIVED EMPATHY
Employees provided me with personalized attention
Employees understood my specific needs
PERCEIVED ASSURANCE
Employees treated me with respect
Charges on my account were clearly explained
My reservation requests were efficiently handled
PERCEIVED TANGIBLES
Hotel location
Room features and cleanliness
Public areas appearance and cleanliness
Other facilities (Wi-Fi, pool, gym...)
PERCEIVED VALUE
Good value for money

5

4

4

4

5
4

4
4
3

3
2

2
1

1
5

1

3

2

2
1
5
3

3
1

2
1
5

2

3

The results show that participants give a great importance to ‘Perceived tangibles’ dimension, especially
to the ‘Room features and cleanliness’ item, that was ranked in first position for almost all of them.
‘Perceived value’ also seems to be one of the most important factor for respondent when make an
evaluation about their experience in a hotel. Almost all participants mentioned items related to
Perceived Assurance including ‘Respectful employees’ and ‘Charges in bank account clearly explained’.
Just three of them chose sub-items related to Perceived Empathy. R1: “I guess you don´t have much
contact with them, especially if you go for sightseen” (Appendix 4, p. 98). R2: “my last point would be
respectful employees (…) if they respect the distance and if they try to make my stay nicer it is better than
if they don´t try” (Appendix , p. 98).
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5.2.1.1 Negative cognitive engagement
To gather information about situations that will precede the apparition of negative cognitive
engagement, participants were asked about the impact of the no fulfilment of their expectations
regarding to the items that were more relevant to them. Three of the respondent said that things such
as dirty room, not good value for money and not good hotel location will influence their decision to write
a negative review (Appendix 4, p. 99).

5.2.1.2 Positive cognitive engagement
Regarding to their motivation to write a positive review, all participants agree on the idea that these
factors has to be better than expected. R3: “Otherwise you are getting just what you asked for and it is
nothing special” (Appendix 4, p.99).

Emotional engagement
Emotional engagement is “the degree of customer´s positively/negatively valenced brand related affect
exhibited in particular brand interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.66). To get information about
situations that had an impact on customer´s apparition of positive or negative feelings about the
company, participants were asked for real experiences in which they went through any of these
situations: they felt angry or disappointed because something during their stay was worse than expected
(Q6), or they felt happy or surprised because their expectations were exceeded during their stay in a
hotel(Q7). Due to the interactive nature of the group interviews and the freedom to structure their
answers, these questions were partially answered in response to questions 2, 3 and 4. Participants
connected some of the close questions to personal experiences and provided examples of satisfactory
and unsatisfactory experiences in advance.

5.2.2.1 Negative emotional Engagement: unsatisfactory experiences
In response to question 4 (Appendix 4, p.101) participants stated to find annoying two different
situations. When the hotel does not provide them with all the promised services and when they feel that
employees do not try to solve their service issues.
The table below show some quotations of the negative experiences described by participants.
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Table 5.2 Participants unsatisfactory experiences (See appendix 4)

Respondent Comments

Trigger

R1

Perceived

R1

R3

R3

R5

R4

R4

“We complain about the noise in the room (…) the girl at the reception
was trying to help us, but then it wasn´t less noisy, it was much noisier.
So I think she lied a little bit to us. (...) So they deserved a very bad
review and I wrote it actually” (p.103).
“They said that they have been renovating the hotel couple of years
ago, but the doors were still like you can hear everything. That makes
me very very angry” (p.103).
“The wall in the restaurant was full of mould. It was really disgusting
to eat in this restaurant. (…) I wrote a complaint to the hotel and also
on the internet…” (p.99)
“sometimes you read that you have so nice view to a green area, and
this is green area is like two squared meters (….) This will also
convince me to write a review to help other people to not to be
disappointed…” (p.99).
“We were expecting nothing special but it was really dirty. And more
than dirty, there were also some cockroaches running around on the
floor, so that one was even worse than expected” (p.103).
“There was no window facing outside, the window was just a
ventilation shaft” (p.104).

responsiveness

Perceived
reliability
Perceived
tangibles
Perceived
reliability

Perceived
tangibles
Perceived
reliability

“I managed to lock myself out of the room so I went to the reception Perceived
to ask for somebody to help me”. (…)” I waited for like another hour responsiveness
and finally the cleaning lady came so she was the only one who has
the spare key”. (…) “Yes, I wrote a negative review because I was
angry” (p.105).

The situations are mainly related to three different dimensions: perceived tangibles, perceived
reliability and perceived responsiveness. A poor employee´ response to service issues or hotel room and
facilities below expectations seem to have an impact on the apparition of customer´s negative feelings
towards the hotel and also on their intention to write negative reviews. However, it was previously
stated by some participants that if they feel that employees try to help to solve their issues, the
disappointment would be reduced and even their intention to write a negative review might disappear
(Appendix 4, p.102).

5.2.2.2 Positive Emotional Engagement: satisfactory experiences
The table below contains some quotations of the positive experiences described by participants.
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Table 5.3 Participants satisfactory experiences (See appendix 4)

Respondent Comments

Trigger

R3

Perceived

R1

R6

“I stayed in a hotel and I got room without balcony”. “But they
were really apologizing (…) and gave me and extra night in the
hotel for free”. (…) “I wrote them a positive review” (p.100).
“…we booked a cheap room. (…) They said, ok you can get an
upgrade because…yes...is like the room is not going to get
occupied”. (…) “It was exceeded what we were expecting”
(p.100).
“I had the same experience when our room was upgraded to
higher level” (p.100).

responsiveness
Perceived
responsiveness/
reliability
Perceived
responsiveness/
reliability

R5

R6

R2

“…we were booking a hostel and when we got there (…) they were
not able to find us. So they said, no problem, we are going to wait
for a car and we will bring you to another hostel. So we moved
from a hostel to a three stars’ hotel” (p.100).
“When we booked we expected to have only breakfast. But our
room was complemented with an Indian buffet (…) it was a big
surprise”. (…) “And we left a positive review after” (p.99).
“…we were leaving the hotel quite early like at 5.30 in the
morning and breakfast in the hotel starts at 7. (…) We were
stopped at the reception and they prepared breakfast box
together with lunch box” (p.105).

Perceived
responsiveness

Perceived
reliability
Perceived
responsiveness

Many of the experiences that participants recall as an event in which they felt happy or surprised, are
the result of a situation in which the hotel employees’ response to specific issues exceeded their
expectations. That is, perceived responsiveness above expectations. It is also mentioned a situation in
which the services provided were above the conditions of the reservation (perceived reliability).

Behavioural engagement
Behavioural engagement is the “customer´s positively/negatively valenced energy, effort and time spent
on a brand in particular interactions” (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014, p.66). In the proposed model,
behavioural engagement is considered as the customers´ intention to write positive or negative online
reviews after or during their stay in a hotel (eWOM). According to the model, this decision it is influenced
by cognitive and emotional engagement. Questions 8, 9,10 and 11(See table 3.3) were oriented to get
participants opinions about situations in which they will write an online review. However, while other
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questions were discussed, some participants anticipated situations in which they wrote positive or
negative reviews.

5.2.3.1 Negative behavioural engagement
The majority participants stated to feel more motivated to write a review when their overall experience
is worse than expected (R1, R3, R6) and just one of them said to feel more motivated when things are
better than expected (Appendix 4, p.106).
From the real situations provided by participants related to bad experiences in which they felt angry or
disappointed (negative emotional engagement), perceived responsiveness below expectations is
repeatedly cited as a reason that made them to write negative online reviews about the hotel (See table
5.2). According to the proposed model, perceived responsiveness below expectations has an impact on
the formation of negative emotional engagement, and thus, on the negative behavioural engagement
(negative eWOM). This dimension seems to have a considerable impact on behavioural engagement, as
it is also mentioned by participants, that the perception that employees are willing to help, will reduce
their intention to write a negative review. R5:” if they just told you that they are sorry about the problem,
probably I am not giving a good review but probably I won´t write a bad one” (Appendix 4, p.103). R4:
“Maybe if you appreciate the person is like if you write a bad review you are kind of attacking the person
who has helped you” (Appendix 4, p.103).
Participants were repeatedly asked about their motivation to write a review when they are satisfied or
dissatisfied (Q12). The answers obtained are related to their responses to Q8. The first reaction of the
majority of respondent (R1, R2, R3, R4, R6) is to state that they feel more motivated to write an online
review when they feel dissatisfied. However, the reasons provided were different.
Table 5.4 Reasons to write negative online reviews (See appendix 4)

R1

“… if I have been disappointed I don’t want that other people make the same mistake as I do”.
(p.107)

R2

“… the reason why I write is to give them the opportunity to get improvement”. (p.107)

R3

“…you are so angry and so you are looking some way to explode”. (p. 105)

R4

“…I am writing bad reviews when I am angry”. (p.111)

After these explanations, respondents were asked to think back to real situations in which they wrote
reviews. The intention was to make them remember if they have written more positive or negative ones.
Two of the participants (R3, R5) stated that probably they wrote more positive than negative reviews.
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Moreover, through the whole group interview it is sometimes indirectly mentioned the effect that time
has on their intention to write negative reviews. R3: “For me immediately when I am thinking about it.
After that you know, I will care less and less to write something”. R4: “If I feel angry I might be motivated
or whatever to write a negative review right away, otherwise you know…bad things just fly away from my
memory” (Appendix 4, p.108). R5: “…then you are thinking far, and as long as you are not there, you forget
about it” (Appendix 4, p.108)
It is also mentioned for some of the respondent their willingness to write a review when they receive an
email to evaluate their experience after their stay in a hotel. R1: “Sometimes (…) you get an email after
your stay (…) and then when I come home and I have the overall experience of my stay I can reply to this
questionnaire and write back” (Appendix 4, p.106). R5: “…when you are travelling you don´t want to spend
the time. Now you have the link, fill it up a few questions and then you explain your case” (Appendix 4,
p.109). R3: “now it is getting easier to write a review (…) after that you are getting a mail on your mail
box, so.” (Appendix 4, p. 107)

5.2.3.2 Positive behavioural engagement
All participants agree on the idea that in order to write an online positive review, their overall evaluation
of the experience has to be better than expected. As it was previously mentioned, perceived tangibles
and perceived value were cited as the two most important dimensions.
When participants were asked about real situations in which they felt happy or surprised (positive
emotional engagement) because their expectations were exceeded, many of the examples provided
were related to perceived responsiveness above expectations (see table 5.3). Moreover, there was a
general agreement regarding to their intention to write positive reviews when the resolution of services
issues was better than expected. R5: “but at some point it could be even the opposite, that the manager
apologizes and maybe give you something and maybe you can even write at the end a positive one” (p.109).
Thereafter, they were questioned about their willingness to write a review if they are directly asked by
an hotel employee. Some of them declared that in the case that overall, things were just like expected,
they would write a review if an employee asks them to do it (R3, R1, R5) (Appendix 4, p.110). R3: “when
I am getting this mail back I feel like kind of, it would be nice for them, they were nice and I feel like I should
go back and give them kind of positive review.” (Appendix 4, p.110). For other two respondents,
employees´ requests are not considered an incentive to write a review (R3, R6) (p.110).
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DISCUSSION
This section will present the main findings obtained from the quantitative and qualitative analysis and
their connection to the theories that have served to elaborate the analytical framework, with the aim to
answer the research question and sub-questions (6.1). Moreover, some managerial recommendations
will be provided (6.2) as well as a description of the limitation that have emerged during the
development of this research project (6.3).

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The purpose of this thesis is to seek an explanation about how satisfaction affects customers´ motivation
to write online reviews (eWOM). With this purpose, the Hollebeek and Chen (2014) engagement model
has been used as analytical framework to assess the relationship between customers ‘perception of
specific company interactions and their motivation to generate positive or negative eWOM. Based on
the disconfirmation paradigm (Oliver, 1997), the SERVQUAL model has provided a measurement tool
of the customer´s perception against expectations as a proxy for customer satisfaction.
To recall, the five SERVQUAL dimensions that have been used to adapt the analytical framework to a
service context are described below (Parasuraman et al. 1988, p.23). As explained in section 2.4.2, the
variable “Perceived value” does not belong to the SERVQUAL model but it is also considered as a driver
of engagement by Hollebeek and Chen (2014).

•

Perceived empathy:” Caring, individualized attention the firm provides its customers “(Parasuraman
et al. 1988, p.23).

•
•
•
•
•

Perceived assurance: “Knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to inspire trust and
confidence” (Parasuraman et al. 1988, p.23).
Perceived tangibles: “Physical facilities, equipment and appearance of personnel” (Parasuraman et al.
1988, p.23).
Perceived Value: Customer assessment of what is received in comparison to what is given (Hollebeek
and Chen, 2014).
Perceived responsiveness: “Willingness to help customers and provide prompt service” (Parasuraman
et al. 1988, p.23).
Perceived reliability: “Ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately
“(Parasuraman et al. 1988, p.23).
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The premises stabilised by the proposed model indicate that customers ‘positive/negative
perceptions of specific interaction with the company during the service delivery, will precede the
apparition of positive/negative cognitive and emotional engagement. The behavioural consequence
of engagement is the generation of positive or negative eWOM.

The impact of perceived company actions below expectations on the motivation
to generate negative online reviews (negative eWOM)
Hollebeek and Chen (2014) propose that negative customers´ perception of their interactions with the
firm may derivate in negatively engaged customers. The engagement process is composed by three
dimensions; cognitive, emotional and behavioural engagement. Overall, the correlation coefficients
obtained from the quantitative analysis support that customers’ perceptions of specific company actions
below expectations have a relation with their motivation to write negative online reviews (negative
eWOM). The graph below presents the Spearman´s rho correlation coefficient between variables in the
case of negative engagement after unsatisfactory consumption experiences.

Figure 6.1 Correlation between variables in the case of negative engagement
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0,359

Passion
- Emotional
Engagement

P. Reliability

0,390
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- 0,299

The customers ‘perceptions of the company ‘Empathy’, ‘Assurance’, ‘Tangibles’ and ‘Value’ below
expectations have a positive correlation with the formation of negative thoughts and reflection about
the company (cognitive engagement).
Similarly, a low perception of company ‘Reliability’ and ‘Responsiveness’ is positively correlated with
the apparition of negative feelings toward the company (emotional engagement).
The results also show that ‘Cognitive engagement’ and ‘Emotional engagement’ have a negative
correlation with ‘Behavioural engagement’. Negative thoughts and feelings that appear during the
consumption experience are correlated to an increase on motivation to write negative online reviews.
However, based on the strength of the correlation, customers seem to be more motivated by a negative
rational evaluation (cognitive engagement) of the service rather than by negative emotions (emotional
engagement) to generate negative eWOM.
Data from the qualitative analysis give some additional insights about the relation between cognitive,
emotional and behavioural engagement. Participants stated to feel more motivated to write online
reviews when they experience dissatisfaction. For some of the participants, to write a negative review
is considered a way to vent negative feelings. These findings relate to the work of Sweeney et al. (2005)
in which it is supported that dissatisfying experiences and strong emotions such as anger or frustration
drives negative eWOM. However, it seems that time has an influence on their final behavior. It was also
stated that situations that initially made them experience anger of disappointment, are perceived less
negative once the experience is over.
Furthermore, it is also mentioned that the desire to prevent other customers from choosing the wrong
hotel motivate them to share on the web a general evaluation of the service. The final decision to write
a negative online review might be the result of a negative reflection of the service rather than a way to
vent negative feelings. This might relate to the higher correlation that ‘Cognitive engagement’ has with
‘Behavioural engagement’.

Specific perceived company actions that influence customers ‘willingness to
generate negative online reviews (negative eWOM)
To understand the service failures that exert higher influence on customers ‘motivation to write
negative eWOM, this section will focus on the strength of the relationship of the different drivers that
have an impact on the formation of negative ‘Cognitive’ and ‘Emotional engagement’ (See figure 6.1.).
According to the analytical model, these two ways of engagement are the antecedent of the customers
‘negative behavioural engagement.
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6.1.2.1 Negative cognitive engagement
Negative cognitive engagement represents the customer’s negative thoughts and reflection about the
service received (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014), and presents the largest correlation coefficient (0,623)
with ’Perceived Value’. That is, the customers’ negative perception about the price payed and the service
received has a strong correlation with the formation of a negative impression about the hotel. These
results are also consistent with expectation-disconfirmation theory. Oliver (1997) states that the price
payed for a product or service has an impact on the formation of customers ‘expectations. If prices are
high, the risk of negative disconfirmation and dissatisfaction is higher.
The driver that presents the second highest correlation with negative cognitive engagement is
‘Perceived Tangibles’. This means that the perception of physical characteristics of the hotel below
expectations has also a significant correlation with the negative impression that customers´ create
during their stay. The sub-item ‘Room features and cleanliness’ present one of the lowest mean value
scores in the descriptive statistics section (4.2).
The customers ´perception of ‘Assurance’ and ‘Empathy’ below expectations have also an influence on
the apparition of negative thoughts about the company (cognitive engagement). However, the strength
of the relationship is weaker than the two dimensions above mentioned.
The negative correlation between ‘Cognitive engagement’ and ‘Behavioural engagement’ indicates that
a negative reflection and thoughts about the hotel relates to an increase on the motivation to write a
negative online review. Thus, the perceived company actions that influence the apparition of negative
cognitive engagement have an impact on the motivation to generate negative eWOM.
The qualitative data gathered for this analysis present a similar results regarding to the importance of
different factors when customers evaluate their experience in a hotel. The two most important factors
are ‘Perceived tangibles’ and ‘Perceived value’ followed by ‘Perceived assurance’ and ‘Perceived
empathy’. Furthermore, some participants stated that specific features such as dirty room, not good
hotel location and not good value for money will motivate them to write a negative online review.

6.1.2.2 Negative emotional engagement
Negative emotional engagement is defined as the formation of negative feelings about the company
during the consumption experience (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014) and present a medium positive
correlation with ‘Perceived Responsiveness’ and ‘Perceived Reliability’. This indicates that low
perception of these two drivers have a relation with the apparition of negative feelings towards the
company. High expectations and negative disconfirmation might lead feelings such as frustration and
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anger (Oliver 1997). According to the survey data, the most common feelings associated to an
unsatisfactory stay in a hotel are disappointment, anger and frustration. Moreover, as it was mentioned
in the previous section there is a negative correlation between negative ‘Cognitive engagement’ and
‘Behavioral engagement’. This indicates that the apparition of negative feelings relates to an increase on
the motivation to write a negative online review.
These findings are consistent with the qualitative data gathered during the focus group. Participants
stated to feel angry or annoyed when they perceive that employees do not try to solve their services
issues (perceived responsiveness), and when the hotel does not provide them with all the promised
services (perceived reliability). Furthermore, many of the real experiences provided by participants in
which they stated to have written a negative review, are related to a poor employee ‘response to their
service issues (responsiveness). Moreover, many of them cited annoying situations when the hotel
facilities and the quality of the service did not correspond to what the hotel advertises on the web
(reliability). Under this situation, some participants stated to have written negative reviews to prevent
other customers from choosing the wrong hotel.

The impact of perceived company actions above expectations on the motivation
to generate positive online reviews (positive eWOM)
Since the Hollebeek and Chen engagement model aims to be a valid tool to measure positive or negative
engagement, the author proposes that customers ‘positive perception of their interaction with the firm
may derivate on positively engaged customers. In this case, the expected behavioural consequence is
the generation of positive online reviews (positive eWOM). Overall, the correlation coefficients obtained
from the quantitative analysis support that customers’ perceptions of specific company actions above
expectations have a relation with their motivation to write positive online reviews (positive eWOM) The
following graph presents the Spearman´s rho correlation coefficient between variables in the case of
positive engagement after satisfactory consumption experiences.
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Figure 6.1 Correlation between variables in the case of positive engagement
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The positive correlation coefficients between perceived company actions (drivers) and ‘Cognitive
engagement’ support that customers ‘perceptions of the company ‘Empathy’, ‘Assurance’, ‘Tangibles’
and ‘Value’ above expectations relates to the formation of positive thoughts and reflection about the
company.
The apparition of positive feelings toward the company during a satisfactory consumption experience
(emotional engagement), is also positively correlated with a perception of company ‘Reliability’ and
‘Responsiveness’ above expectations.
A large positive correlation is found between ‘Cognitive Engagement’ and ‘Behavioral Engagement’. That
means that a positive rational evaluation of the service received, has a considerable influence on the
intention to generate positive online reviews (eWOM). There is also a large positive correlation between
positive ‘Emotional engagement’ and the motivation to generate positive online reviews (positive
eWOM). The emotions most commonly mentioned by participants derived by a satisfactory experience
are pleasant surprise, happiness and gratitude.
The qualitative data provide similar findings. Participants commonly agreed on the idea that in order to
feel motivated to write a positive review, the service should be better than expected. This idea is
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consistent with the work of Oliver (1997) that states that the fulfillment of expectations might not be
powerful enough to foster any reaction on customers. However, it was also mentioned during the focus
group that an employee suggestion, or an email asking for some feedback after their stay in the hotel
can influence their final decision to write a positive review even if the service was just as expected.

Specific perceived company actions that influence customers ‘willingness to
generate positive online reviews (positive eWOM)
The strength of the relationship between the perceived company actions (SERVQUAL dimensions and
perceived value) and the engagement response will help to determine the service attributes that exert
higher influence on the motivation to generate positive online reviews (See figure 6.2).

6.1.4.1 Positive cognitive engagement
Positive cognitive engagement refers to the customers’ positive thoughts and reflection about specific
interactions (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014) and presents the highest correlation coefficient with ‘Perceived
value’ (0,690). This indicates that the customers’ positive perception about price payed and the service
received has a considerable relation with the formation of a positive impression about the hotel. The
second highest correlation is found with ‘Perceived tangibles’ (0,460). ‘Room features and cleanliness’
,’Common areas and appearance’ and ‘Perceived Value’ are the three sub-items that presents highest
mean value scores compared to expectations in the case of satisfactory consumption experiences (See
figure 4.4).
‘Perceived empathy’ also has a medium correlation with positive cognitive engagement (0,455). That is,
a caring and individualized attention provided by employees influence the creation of a positive
evaluation of the service. Qualitative data also support that friendly and caring employees increase the
motivation to write positive reviews as a way to reward the hotel.
The customers ´perception of assurance have a moderate correlation with positive cognitive
engagement.
The positive large correlation between ‘Cognitive engagement’ and ‘Behavioural engagement’ after a
satisfactory consumption experience, indicates that the above mentioned factors that influence the
apparition of positive thoughts and reflection about the hotel, relates to an increase on the motivation
to write online reviews.
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These findings are concordant with the qualitative data gathered for this project. As previously
mentioned, good value for money and tangible dimensions were ranked as the most important factors
when customers evaluate their experience in a hotel. There was also a common agreement between
participants on the idea that in order to feel motivated to write a positive review, their perception of
these items should exceed their expectations.

6.1.4.2 Positive emotional engagement
Positive emotional engagement relates to the customers’ positive feelings toward the company
exhibited in particular brand interactions (Hollebeek and Chen, 2014). This way of engagement presents
the highest correlation with ‘Perceived Responsiveness’ (0,391). The qualitative data helps to get a
deeper understanding about the impact of perceived responsiveness above expectations on the
motivation to write positive online reviews. When participants described real situations in which they
wrote positive reviews, most the mentioned cases start with a service failure during their stay followed
by a satisfactory employees’ response to solve it. The customers’ perception of the employees’
willingness to solve any specific issues seems to have an important role on the final intention to write
an online review. While a satisfactory resolution of service problems seems to increase the motivation
to write a positive review, the customers ´perception of the employees’ willingness to help may decrease
the intention to write a negative one.
‘Perceived reliability’ also presents a positive correlation with ‘Emotional engagement’. However, in
order to have an influence on the decision to write a positive review, the hotel should provide customers
with something else than what they just expect.
A positive large correlation between ‘Emotional engagement’ and ‘Behavioural engagement’ after a
satisfactory consumption experience, indicates that the perceived company actions that influence the
apparition of positive feelings and emotions towards the company, relates to an increase on the
motivation to write online reviews.

Concluding remarks
This section provides a brief explanation of the main findings of this research.
The quantitative data has supported the correlation between the different variables proposed on the
analytical model. Furthermore, qualitative data obtained converge with these findings and provide
additional insights to better understand the relationship between variables.
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According to the results obtained, customers´ perception of specific company interactions during
service delivery have an impact on satisfaction and thus, on customer engagement.

A proven

consequence of engagement is the motivation to generate eWOM.

6.1.5.1 Dissatisfaction, negative engagement and negative eWOM
When customers perceive company interactions below their expectations, a negative engagement
occurs and the motivation to generate negative eWOM increases. It was able to stablish a link between
the customers ‘perceptions of specific firm interactions and the three stages of engagement.
Negative thoughts and reflection about the hotel (negative cognitive engagement), are strongly
influenced by the price payed for the service and the physical appearance of the hotel. Despite
‘Assurance’ and ‘Empathy’ also influences the apparition of negative cognitive engagement, their
relationship is weaker.
Negative emotions towards the company (negative emotional engagement) are considerably affected
by a perception of hotel ‘Reliability’ and ‘Responsiveness’ below expectations. The customers’
perception of a poor employee response to service issues or the no delivery of all the promised services
generate anger and the desire to write negative reviews.
As a final step to the negative engagement process, it is supported that negative ‘Cognitive’ and
‘Emotional engagement’ has an impact on the behavioural dimension. However, negative thoughts and
reflection about the company (negative cognitive engagement) seems to have stronger impact on the
motivation to write a negative review than negative emotions (negative emotional engament). This
study also found that the initial desire to vent negative feelings through eWOM decreases when time
passes. However, a negative overall evaluation of the service is a motivation for customers to write
negative reviews in order to prevent others to make same mistake when choosing their hotel. These
results suggest that a negative rational evaluation of the service has an impact on the decision to
generate eWOM in a medium or long term. However, the desire to vent negative feelings is higher in a
short term period.

6.1.5.2 Satisfaction, positive engagement and positive eWOM
Regarding to positive engagement process, it is also supported that when customers perceive company
interactions above their expectations, a positive engagement occurs and the motivation to generate
positive eWOM increases. It was also able to stablish a link between the customers ‘perceptions of
specific firm interactions as drivers of the three stages of engagement.
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Again, the price payed for the service and the physical facilities of the hotel are the strongest drivers of
positive ‘Cognitive engagement’. Nevertheless, in this case the ‘Perceived empathy’ above expectations
is also a strong driver on the formation of positive thoughts and reflection about the company.
It is also found that the apparition of positive emotions is related to ‘Perceived responsiveness’ above
expectations. An effective way of handling service issues has a significant influence on the customers
‘motivation to write positive reviews to reward the hotel and employees.
As a final step to the positive engagement process, this study supports a strong correlation between
positive ‘Cognitive’, ‘Emotional’ and ‘Behavioural engagement’. Both, positive thoughts and positive
emotions, have similar impact on the motivation to generate positive eWOM. Therefore, the factors that
influence the apparition of positive thoughts and emotions towards the hotel relates to an increase on
the motivation to write online reviews. It is also found that an employee suggestion to provide some
feedback about their experience, or a follow up email requesting some feedback can also positively
influence customers’ final decision to write a review even if the service was just as expected.

MANAGERIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
As a general overview, the results support that the motivation to spread positive or negative eWOM is
linked to the customers ‘satisfaction levels. However, a better understanding of specific causes that have
an impact on satisfaction and on the intention to generate online reviews, can help managers to
understand how to foster positive reviews and how to prevent negative ones.
A crucial factor that affect the motivation to write reviews is the price that customers pay for the service.
Managers should bear in mind that high prices are linked to high expectations and thus, the risk of
dissatisfaction increases. Despite the perception of good value for money might be a subjective term, it
is a powerful driver to positive and negative eWOM.
The physical features of the hotel also relate to the intention to generate eWOM. The room comfort and
cleanliness are basic expectations for hotel guests. A no fulfillment of them, strongly motivate customers
to write negative reviews. Therefore, high standard of cleanliness might prevent negative reviews.
It is also remarkable that customers’ expectations about physical features are formed according to what
the hotel advertises on the web. Managers should pay attention to the fact that the information
published on the web should be accurate and match the reality. Especially relevant are pictures
provided, information about location and promised services. When customers feel that the information
published on the web has been manipulated, it increases their motivation to write negative reviews with
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the aim to prevent other potential customers. Contrary, any extra service above to what the hotel
promises might generate surprise and gratitude feelings that might derive in positive online reviews.
Managers should be aware of the crucial role that front line employees have on the final decision to
spread eWOM on the web. The ability of employees to deal with customers that are facing a service issue
might reduce their willingness to share their complaints on the web. Furthermore, a successful
resolution of a service issue might turn a complaint into a positive online review. Managers should take
this into consideration and provide employees with the necessary training to deal with customers
enquires and complaints. This is crucial for both, positive and negative online reviews.
A respectful attitude of the employees is a basic expectation and might not foster any reaction on
customers if it fulfills expectations. However, a perception of friendly and caring employees above
expectations might increase the motivation to write positive reviews with the aim reward the company
even in situations when rest of the service was just as expected.
Finally, managers should also consider the option to suggest customers to write an online review after
their stay. For some people, it might be a motivation to write a positive review when they are satisfied
or even if the service was just as expected.

LIMITATIONS
An important limitation of this research is the non-parametric distribution of the quantitative data
obtained. Consequently, it is not possible to generalise from the findings of this research. Moreover, the
non-parametric distribution of the data has impeded the applicability of additional statistic techniques
that would permit to investigate further the correlation between variables.
Due to time and resources constraints, qualitative data were collected from a single focus group. Several
repetitions of the group interview would help to identify common patterns and to get a more detailed
explanation about relationships between variables.
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CONCLUSION
Based on the lack of clarity in the marketing literature about the causes that drive customers to generate
eWOM, the aim of this thesis was to gain a better understanding about the impact of satisfaction on the
customers’ motivation to generate eWOM in the hotel industry. The objectives were to identify how
customers’ perception of specific company interactions during service delivery, affect customers’
satisfaction and their motivation to write positive or negative online reviews.
To answer the research question, the analytical framework followed during this research project has
been based on Hollebeek and Chen engagement model (2014). The inclusion of a bi-valenced way of
engagement made this model an appropriate tool to investigate how satisfactory and unsatisfactory
experiences affect customers’ motivation to write positive or negative online reviews. The set of drivers
that initiate customer engagement is based on the customers ‘perception of their interaction with the
firm. The expected consequence of engagement is the generation of eWOM.
Based on the disconfirmation paradigm (Oliver, 1997) as a proxy for customer satisfaction, the
SERVQUAL model has been used as a measurement tool of customer´s perceptions of the service
received against expectations. The decision to apply the SERVQUAL dimensions as a driver of
engagement, was based on a comprehensive literature review. Oliver (1997) cited the SERVQUAL model
as a good example of standardized frameworks in a service context to measure customers’ perceptions.
Moreover, different authors applied and supported the validity of the SERVQUAL model to assess the
customer´s service quality perception in the hotel industry (e.g. Getty and Getty ,2003; Mei et al 1999;
Akan 1995).
Empirical validation of the relationship between variables proposed in the analytical framework was
achieved by collecting primary data from hotel customers. Initially, an online survey facilitated the
collection of quantitative data with the aim to investigate the customers ‘perception of specific company
interactions under satisfactory and unsatisfactory experiences. These data were also used to investigate
the engagement process and the customers´ motivation to generate positive or negative online reviews.
Additionally, qualitative data were collected through focus group method to validate finding from
quantitative analysis.
To conclude, this research project has found evidence that there is a link between customers’
satisfaction, understood as a comparison between expectations and perceptions, and their motivation
to spread eWOM. Moreover, the adaptation of service quality dimensions to the engagement drivers has
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served to identify specific company actions that have stronger influence on the decision to generate
online reviews.
While the price payed for the service and the physical features of the hotel exert the highest influence
on customers’ motivation to write positive or negative reviews, the employees performance also have a
noticeable impact on their final decision to spread their experiences on the web.
The apparition of negative feelings and emotions towards the hotel are correlated with a poor
perception of employees’ response to service issues. The employees’ ability to handle specific issues
might not just mitigate the customers’ desire to spread negative experiences on the web, but also to
foster positive ones when solutions to their issues exceed expectations. Customers’ perception of the
employee effort to solve service issues above expectations (perceived reliability), might turn a service
failure into a satisfactory experience. Resulting feelings such a gratitude and pleasant surprise influence
the motivation to write a positive online review.
Furthermore, it is very important for customers to find concordance between what it is advertised by
the company and the quality of the service received. Failure on reliability might be a powerful reason
for customers to spread bad experiences online in order to prevent potential customers. However, if
hotels provide them with an unexpected service, the motivation to write a positive also increases with
the aim to reward the company.
Despite the fact that not all the antecedents that might influence customers ‘decision to generate eWOM
are related to the company performance, and thus out of the scope of this paper, the results of this
research provide some insights about the specific company actions that affect customers’ decisions to
spread WOM on the web. A better knowledge of these specific interactions, can help hotel managers to
design marketing strategies to foster positive online reviews and to reduce negative ones. Thus, this
results can help to incorporate eWOM as an effective marketing tool.
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FURTHER RESEARCH

This study presents a first step on the adaptation and applicability of the Hollebeek and Chen
engagement model to the hotel industry. Even though the results support the influence of a set of drivers
on the motivation to generate eWOM, a deeper research in the hotel industry could be done by testing
statistically additional insights that have emerged from the qualitative analysis.
Also, it would be interesting to apply this model to other service industries to compare results and to
determine the importance of different drivers and certain company actions on the motivation to
generate eWOM according to the specific features of the service.
Moreover, this model could be used to make market segmentation and to understand possible
differences on the tendency to generate eWOM according to characteristics such as gender, age or
country of origin.
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APPENDIX 1- SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this survey is to gather information of customer´s perception of the quality of the service
received in hotels, based on past experiences.
When answering the questions, please think back to two specific cases in which you experienced these
situations:
CASE 1. You felt unsatisfied with the service received in a hotel 
CASE 2. You felt satisfied with the service received in a hotel ☺
This questionnaire is divided in two sections. Each section contains a set of specific questions related to
each case. Please, fill up both.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CASE 1- “I felt unsatisfied with my stay at the hotel  ”
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 Hotel category?
o
o
o
o
o
o I don´t remember
 Reason for traveling
o Business
o Leisure
o Others
 The following sections are related to your perception of different service features compared to
your expectations. Please, rank from 1 to 7 (1= totally failed to meet my expectations/ 4=
just met my expectations/7= far exceeded my expectations)
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Employees performance




☺

E1 Employees provided me with personalized attention

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

E2 Employees understood my specific needs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A1 Employees treated me with respect

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RS1 Employees were always willing to help

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RS2 Employees solved satisfactorily any service issues

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Assurance and reliability




☺

A2 My reservation requests were efficiently handled

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A3 Charges on my bank account were clearly explained

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RS3 Services were provided at the right moment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RL1 The hotel provided me with all the promised services

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RL2 Services were provided in the right way

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Physical features




☺

T1 Hotel location

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T2 Room features and cleanliness

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T3 Appearance and cleanliness of common areas

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T4 Other facilities (parking, gym, pool, internet access)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 Please, indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements (1= totally
disagree/ 4=neither agree or disagree/ 7= totally agree)

(V) I got what I paid for

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(CE) Overall, I have a positive impression of the hotel

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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(EE) Overall, the hotel ambience and service received during 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
my stay made me feel good

 Which of these emotions reflects better your feelings related to the service received during your
stay?
Tolerance

Frustration

Resignation

Indifference

Anger

Disappointment

Disgust

Withdrawal

 Please, indicate to what extent you felt motivated to engage in the following behaviors after this
unsatisfactory stay at the hotel (1= totally disagree/ 4=neither agree or disagree/ 7= totally
agree)

(BE) Share my complains with the hotel employees

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(BE) Post negative comments about the hotel on the internet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(e.g. Facebook, TripAdvisor, Booking…)

CASE 2- “I felt satisfied with my stay at the hotel ☺”
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 Hotel category?
o
o
o
o
o
o I don´t remember
 Reason for traveling?
o Business
o Leisure
o Others
 The following sections are related to your perception of different service features compared to
your expectations. Please, rank from 1 to 7 (1= totally failed to meet my expectations/ 4=
just met my expectations/7= far exceeded my expectations)
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Employees performance




☺

E1 Employees provided me with personalized attention

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

E2 Employees understood my specific needs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A1 Employees treated me with respect

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RS1 Employees were always willing to help

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RS2 Employees solved satisfactorily any service issues

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Assurance and reliability




☺

A2 My reservation requests were efficiently handled

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A3 Charges on my bank account were clearly explained

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RS3 Services were provided at the right moment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RL1 The hotel provided me with all the promised services

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RL2 Services were provided in the right way

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Physical features




☺

T1 Hotel location

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T2 Room features and cleanliness

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T3 Appearance and cleanliness of common areas

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T4 Other facilities (parking, gym, pool, internet access)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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 Please, indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements (1= totally
disagree/ 4=neither agree or disagree/ 7= totally agree)

(V) I got what I paid for

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(CE) Overall, I have a positive impression of the hotel

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(EE) Overall, the hotel atmosphere and service received during 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
my stay made me feel good

 Which of these emotions reflects better your feelings related to the service received during your
stay?
Relief

Happiness

Pleasant surprise

Pleasure

Indifference

Gratitude

Glee

Delight

 Please, indicate to what extent you felt motivated to engage in the following behaviors after
your satisfactory stay at the hotel (1=totally disagree/4=neither agree or
disagree/7=totally agree)

(BE)Share my positive perception of the service with the hotel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
employees
(BE)Post positive comments about the hotel on the internet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(e.g. Facebook, TripAdvisor, Booking…)
_______________________________________________________________________________________
 Age ______
 Gender
o Male
o Female
 Nationality_________
 Employment status
o Student
o Unemployed
o Employed
o Retired
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APPENDIX 2- SPSS CALCULATIONS
UNSATISFACTORY EXPERIENCE

Descriptive statistics sub-items
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Descriptive statistics and normality test- aggregated items
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Cronbach Alpha coefficient- Reliability test
Case Processing Summary
N
Cases

Valid
Excludeda
Total

%
141

100,0

0

,0

141

100,0

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha
,815

N of Items
15

Correlation between variables
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APPENDIX 3- SPSS CALCULATIONS
SATISFACTORY EXPERIENCE
Descriptive statistics sub-items
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Descriptive statistics and normality test- Aggregated items
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Cronbach Alpha coefficient- Reliability test
Case Processing Summary
N
Cases

Valid
Excludeda
Total

%
141

100,0

0

,0

141

100,0

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.

Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
Alpha

N of Items
,900

15

Correlation between variables
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APPENDIX 3. FOCUS GROUP
QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX 4. FOCUS GROUP
TRANSCRIPTION

Copenhagen, 6 September 2016

Respondent 1: R1
Respondent 2: R2
Respondent 3: R3
Respondent 4: R4
Respondent 5: R5
Respondent 6: R6
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the focus group, thank you for coming and you can start by saying your name and where are
you from
R1: I am Virginia and I am from Spain
R2: I am Yukiko from Japan
R3: I am Gosia from Poland
R4: I am Cosmin from Romania
R5: I am Javier from Spain
R6: I am Ekaterina from Russia
Have you been in a hotel during the last year?
All participants: Yes (general agreement)
And what about in the last six months?
All participants: Yes, as well
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All of you?
All participants: Yes
So you travel quite often
R4: Is that ok?
For example, when you have to book a hotel, do you normally check online reviews from other customers?
All respondent: Yes (general agreement)
R1: Yes, most of the times.
R3: I check mostly if it is for holidays, for work I am usually more orientated for where the hotel is
located according to what I need and it is more often that some recommendations are provided by
people who are inviting me for something. But for holidays I am always reading the reviews to make
sure that I am going to the place that I want to stay.
R5: I was about to say almost the same. Specially for work usually sometimes you just plan by the chosen
environment so you haven´t take care of that.
Ok, so in general you trust the reviews you read. Ok, because it is quite clear that the reviews have an impact
when people are choosing where to go but it is not that clear why do people write reviews. This would be
the topic of this focus group and we can start with the first question. You have to tell me anything that came
to your mind. What are your basic expectations before you visit a hotel?
R1: For me it is a good value for money, and that the reviews or the photos or the website of the hotel is
accurate when I arrive in the place. What I see online is the same or similar to what it is the real in the
real hotel.
So your expectations are based on what you read on the internet and it is very important for you to find the
same thing, right?
R3: I have the same. I read the offer and after I am checking that everything is like that. Even if it is
written that there is Wi-Fi, I want to have this Wi-Fi in the hotel, no something that it doesn´t work. And
the first point that I am always checking is that the hotel is clean. This is my, the basic and the highest
expectations. That must be clean.
R2: same here and the location. If it is located in a walking distance to the central station of wherever I
have to go. So cleanliness and location.
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R6: for me I am very disappointed when my expectations are not fulfilled, for example if I see on the
website that the rooms are renovated and I expect kind of quality but in reality is not like that. So then
it is kind of pain to me and I feel insulted in some way. Because I pay money for it to feel comfortable.
Do always compare with the money you pay?
Of course if I am not satisfied. If the price is quite high I expect to have at least what I expected, right?
R5: For me it is also the same, to get what I was paying for. If I am going to a backpacker hostel I am not
expecting to get a wonderful big room, but I expected at least to have a bed and a small amount of things
but it is also kind of a clean room and like in the case if they are supposed to have Wi-Fi, that the Wi-Fi
is working.
R4: I am a simple man with simple means of low standards so what I am expecting are simple things like
clean bead and toilet and mattress and windows and this kind of things. No too noisy and very
importantly smiley and friendly personnel. Because I mean, if you rent a room in Copenhagen it is going
to be expensive. And maybe it is going to be much more expensive and maybe it is going to have the
same quality as a much lower hotel in the village so it is not only. But you want to feel well there,
welcome and so on, of course caviar and Champaign and maybe also some sweets.
You want to add something or we move to the next one?
Question 1. here you have a list of items and I would like you to pick up the 5 that are more important to
you and you can even rank them. When you evaluate your experience in a hotel, which of these factors are
more important to you? Please, choose 5.
R3: For me the first one, room features and cleanliness is the most important, I can say that the second
is of course good value for money, depends on my expectations and where I am going. Of course if I am
choosing cheap hotel the quality will be according to this what I am choosing. The third point can be
efficient handling of my reservation requests and if the persons is actually willing to help with something
if I need something, like if I need to go somewhere, how to get there, good restaurants close to the hotel
where I can go to eat something and hotel location. The last one other facilities like parking,
transportation, restaurants, Wi-Fi. So these are my five points.
R5: For me they are similar but not the same. First room features and cleanliness, good value for money,
the location and also for me the charges in the bank account that are clearly explained. Because
sometimes in some hotels they charge you something in advance because they need to charge something
because of that…especially sometimes for business trips they are supposed to be paid by the company
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and they ask you for your credit card. Why do you want to charge something in my credit card if it is
paid in advance by my company? Why do I have to give you my card?
R3: It is truth. Or like some apartments if you come after 6 in the afternoon they will charge you because
it´s the end of the working day. So they ask you for additional money. Not in regular hotels, but if you
are renting an apartment event not for AIRBNB but through booking.com it always happens to me they
ask me for additional money because already the working day expired. So it is truth.
R1: For me I would say as a first thing good value for money and as same as you room cleanliness and
features. And then the hotel location it is also important, especially if you are a tourist you want to have
everything close by and also respectful employees and personalized attention. It is also important. I put
it also the last one because I guess you don´t have much contact with them, especially if you go there just
for sightseen. So I prefer other features before that.
R2: My first priority it should be room features and cleanliness, and then hotel location. I would be happy
to pay a little more to secure these two points because it is very important for me. And then, good value
for money comes next, and then charges on my bank account as we discuss. Sometimes is not that clear
and I don´t see how much exactly I was charged and it is a little confusing. Sometimes I don´t keep the
receipt and so I don´t know at the end how much I paid for my stay. My last point would be respectful
employees and it is being said that it is nice to feel welcome. They might make some mistakes but if they
respect the distance and if they try to make my stay nicer it is better than if they don´t try.
R6: For me first it would be room features and cleanliness, and then hotel location, then value for money,
respectful employees, and common appearance.
R4: For me room features and cleanliness, followed by hotel location and other facilities. But actually no
respectful employees, the second one is friendly employees. Yes, you know, respectful for me is too
much…
So, do you prefer more interaction?
Yes, it makes me feel awkward and old when somebody is like “Sr, how are you? It is a little bit weird.
So third hotel location, other facilities, and common area appearance and cleanliness and the reason
which I do not select good value for money is too general.
Ok, so now I want to ask you. You have your own preferences; you know what it is more important to you.
In case something fails related to these aspects, for example in the case they don´t fulfil your expectations,
do you think it will be a reason or would you feel motivated to write a review in a negative way?
R3: Definitely
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Question 2. Do you have a specific factor that will make you write a review if it doesn´t fulfil your
expectations?
R1: Of these five?
It doesn´t have to be one, it is about what do you think that will motivate you to write a review if doesn’t
fulfill your expectations.
R1: I think the room features and cleanliness. If it is like maybe you come to the room and it is not done,
or you have like a towel on the floor, or whatever in the toilet
R3: Or just dirty
R1: So I guess you will complain about that for sure.
R3: And it can be sometimes I think it is about hotel location. Because sometimes especially when you
are going for holidays and some hotels are writing it very pretty like let’s say “five minutes to the beach”
but they are not telling you that these five minutes you have to climb to the hill.
R1: That´s truth!!
R3: Or there are like thousands of stairs to get to the sea. So sometimes they are writing in a very pretty
way so you have to learn also how to read that kind of offers from hotel. Because sometimes you read
that you have so nice view to a green area, and this green area is like two squared meters and it has a
wall facing you. This will also convince me to write a review to help other people to not to be
disappointed or something like that.
R5: Yes, for me it is also the good value for money. Because if I am paying for a good hotel and then the
quality of the room. If you are paying for a four stars hotel and you get a really small room you feel
cheated that you are really paying a lot of money and you are getting, if I don´t see that hotel as a four
star…
Question 3. And in the opposite case, let say a positive review. Would you write a review if these factors are
just like you expected? Or do they have to be better?
R3: I think they have to be better
All respondent: general agreement
Do they have to be better than expected?
All respondent: general agreement
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R3: Otherwise you are getting just what you asked for and it is nothing special.
Do you have something else you want to add?
R3: About better than expected.
Yes, or we can continue and talk about it later
R3: something come to my mind about some years ago I was on holidays in Spain and I stayed in a hotel
and I got a room without balcony. And it was like…actually it was kind of good because I had the fire
stairs next to me so I spend a lot of time seating on the stairs on the top of the swimming pool. But they
were really apologizing that “I am sorry that you didn´t get the balcony in the room and blabla…” and
they gave me an extra night in the hotel for free.
R1: I also had an experience that was good. We were on a holidays hotel and we booked a cheap room
but the hotel was not full so at the end instead of facing backwards they put us in a room facing the beach
with balcony because the hotel was not full and the said “Ok, you can get an upgrade because, yeah, is
like the room is not going to get occupied”.
R6: I had the same experience when our room was upgraded to higher level, so…
R3: and actually similar had las year my parent when they went for holidays in Greece and the hotel was
somehow overbooked. And they booked in a cheap hotel but hey were moved to a five stars’ hotel with
everything included, because it was their mistake.
R5: I got the same because we were booking a hostel and when we got here they were looking at the
booking; they were not able to find us. So they said “no problem, we are going to wait for a car and we
will bring you to another hotel. So we moved from a hostel to a three stars’ hotel.
So after these situations, you felt like writing a positive review?
All participants: general agreement. Yes, yes, I think so.
R1: Yes, because it was exceeded what we were expecting.
R3: and actually that hotel from Spain that they paid me an extra night I wrote them a positive review.
That it was really nice experience and something totally unexpected that they asked me to stay longer.
R4: Was this the question about if we felt happy or surprised?
Yes, you already answer this one, but maybe later if you remember something else we can talk about it.
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R4: No, I remember now. Yes, because you faced a bit different to the original one whether I felt happy
or surprised, and yes, in Turkey I felt very surprised when the guy who has cleaning the room also left
my bed full of roses and it was very surprising (laughing) but then I left him know that my sister is
sleeping in the other bed. But even though it was kind of pleasant I didn´t write a positive review because
I didn´t know how it is going to be taken.
Ok, so you felt positively surprised because your bed was covered with roses?
R4: Yes. It was beautiful, it was like in…what was this movie?
R1: American Beauty.
R6: now I remember something, this example also from Turkey. When we arrived to the hotel. When we
booked we expected to have only breakfast. But actually, our room was also complemented with an
Indian buffet. But again, we expected something very small, but it was a real buffet so you don´t need to
go out and to go to the restaurants so it was a big surprise. And we left a positive review after.
R3: I also have an experience about Turkey but it was a negative review.
Actually some of the things you said about positive experiences and you were very surprised are because at
the beginning you have a complain but they fixed it in a good way, so finally you got very satisfied and you
wrote a positive review.
R3: Yes .
All respondent (general agreement)
You want to add something else? Then we move to the next one.
Question 4. Here you have a list of possible situations. I would like you to read them and tell me if they would
make you feel like angry or disappointed…or even if you experienced it and you want to make any
comments. Which of these situations would make you feel angry or disappointed?
R3: for me the most annoying thing will be the hotel didn´t provide me with all the promised services
R6: the same
R5: also for me the same
And normally do you based the hotel promises according to the information they provide on the internet?
All respondent: general agreement
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R5: the information when you book the hotel they give you some information about the swimming pool,
your room will be this size, the Wi-Fi will be included… and for me it is also that if I experience a problem
during my stay and I think that the employee is not willing to help, for example like they tell me that is
overbooked
R3: and for example the air conditioner doesn´t work and take them like a week
R5: even though the offer you to change the room or give you something…like the air conditioner is not
working and they give you a free buffet.
R4: this is the worst for me as well. That I experience a problem during my stay and I feel that employees
are not willing to help, because you know, it might be problems but if I see that someone is trying to do
something about them it is ok, it is easy to pacify me.
R6: For me it is kind of if they don´t help you, they don´t respect you. So you don´t feel like you are
welcome, like you feel you are ignored.
First thing in general is like when you go to the hotel and you find out it was not what you expected…
G4: Yes, but you know this point includes also some others like “services are not provided in the right
way …like you have bad food or not proper cleaning and usually on the website when you are booking
you are checking the food and they are also doing the cleaning and everything like that. So somehow
this point is wider and it includes the other points.
R4: which one?
R3: The hotel doesn´t provide me with the promised services
R4: all are bad but to me it is just like, ok, there are troubles and then if I go complain and no one is doing
anything about it …this is worse than all the others.
Because what if it is the other way around…you go there, you are bit disappointed with what you see, the
room in the hotel, the common areas…but then you find the employees are very nice, they want to help,
what is like …
Question 5. What would be your reaction if your expectations about the hotel are not fulfilled but employees
are very nice and willing to help?
R3: Yes, it will of course, it will make your disappointment less. If they are trying to help, changing you
to another the room or changing something…
And maybe this thing can make you change your mind maybe not to write a negative review?
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R3: exactly
R5: for example, “service is not provided”. Could be that the breakfast is not on time, but if someone tell
me that “we are sorry but the breakfast is not on time because of these conditions “…even though maybe
they don´t give you anything but if they just told you that they are sorry about the problem, probably I
am not giving a good review but probably I won´t write a bad one.
R4: no but it is even more. I mean, when you talk to somebody because you have experienced a problem
and then this person tries to help you, you know, it creates kind of a connection so then, you know, it is
kind of...but then it is difficult, you automatically feel better and you don´t feel like complaining about
that. Maybe if you appreciate the person is like if you write a bad review you are kind of attacking the
person who has helped you.
R2: And usually from my experience if the staff are good and willing to help, usually the rooms are clean
and the hotels are walking fine, so I think it is somehow related to…
R3: …yes in general to the quality of the hotel.
And now actually the next question you already answer it but if you remember any other thing about a
situation in which you felt anger of disappointment because something was worse than expected. Before
we were talking about it, but if you want to add something:
Question 6. Do you remember a real situation in which you felt angry or disappointed because something
during your stay was worse than expected?
R1: Yes, for me, in my case it was in St. Petersburg. We went to a very noisy hotel because it was located
in a very noisy area and then we complaint about the noise in the room and then they changed the room
several times, so they tried to make an effort. “Ok, I will move you to this other room because is less
noisy “and the girl at the reception was trying to help us, but then it wasn´t less noisy, it was much noisier
…so I think she lie a little bit to us. She tried to make us happy changing the room but then the problem
was still there, so we felt bit they chit a little bit to us …so they deserved a very bad review and I wrote
it actually.
You felt like really angry?
R1: Yes, even though they tried to make us comfortable in the hotel for a weekend but still, it was not
good at all.
R1: And also I have the thing that you see or you read online or the pictures you can see, and then you
come to the hotel and it is like… they say that they have been renovating the hotel couple of years ago,
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but the doors were still like you can hear everything …and it is like…you have make up your face but still
the hotel features are not good enough. And then it is kind of they cheat on these things. That makes me
very very angry.
R3: I remember two situations that made feel like writing a bad review about the hotel. One was from
my holidays in Turkey. The food that was served in the restaurant was actually dirty and the wall in the
restaurant was full of mold …so there was humidity in the hotel and it what was really disgusting to eat
in this restaurant so at some point we were buying food out of the hotel. I wrote a complaint to the hotel
and also on the internet and they gave me back some money.
And in Brussels I booked a hotel basically I think that in a wrong area, so …in the north of Brussels and
the hotel was… the room was dirty. So, I saw some hair on the bed and something so I spent the first
night even without lying on the bed ...I put my clothes and I was sleeping like that…so I left the hotel
early in the morning to change the place.
R5: For me this is also that was one of the bad experiences was in Hong Kong. In our case, we already
knew from the hotel website that the hotel wasn´t that good but it was the only one on that price at that
time. But it was much more dirty than we expected. We were expecting nothing special but it was really
dirty. And more than dirty there were also some cockroaches running around on the floor… so that one
was even worse than expected.
R4: Yes, I also have a couple of bad experiences. You know once I went for a four stars’ hotel in Tokyo
and there was no window facing outside, the window was just a ventilation shaft …so you know… I am
a simple person but I felt like my favorite toy has been taken away from me or something. And you know,
sometimes you experience this tiny, tiny rooms. And really claustrophobic and such but the most
interesting one was in China. We were staying also at a four or five stars’ hotel, I don´t remember exactly
and it happened to me that I managed to lock myself out of the room so I went to the reception to ask
for somebody to help me to get inside the room, because it was 1am and I was supposed to give a
presentation the next day. So then they told me to wait and I wait like for half an hour and then I went
to ask again, and they told me to wait some more, because help is on the way…so I waited like for another
one hour and finally the cleaning lady came so she was the only one who has the spare key…and she
came from her apartment, I don´t know where …Beijing, right? And she was calling me all the way from
their apartment, because I woke her up so…And then you know, I felt really bad about it because I didn´t
know exactly who I was supposed to be disappointed with, and then you know…People who were
working at the reception it was not their fault, the cleaning lady probably not, so maybe the hotel
organization was a little bit like…yeah. So yes, I felt like writing a review to apologize to the cleaning
lady and to advice to them to do something with the key
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So do you complain officially to the hotel?
R4: Ah…?
Did you complain to someone in the hotel or you wrote a review?
Yes, I wrote a negative review, because I was angry
Di you complain to someone?
R4: To whom to complain? I did complain, I repeatedly ask them the way to get into my room, but they
didn´t quite reacted so …or maybe they did their best and woke up the cleaning lady so…
So, we move to the next question, actually the same one but opposite. Also you were telling me about things
that surprised you, so that was kind of answer. If you want to add something…
Question 7. Do you remember any situation in which you felt happy or surprised because your expectations
about the hotel were exceeded?
R6: I have one comment, you know…for example, even if the hotel is not as good as you expect, but for
example the owner, now I am talking about a small, very small hotel in Brussels. Before they were
apartments and then someone bought and renovate it and now it is a hotel. The owner is so friendly, so
nice person, that even though the overall impression was not a very good facility…because of that
attention and friendliness and extra croissants. Yes, actually we wrote a positive review.
Because you wanted kind of reward this attention?
R6: Yes, yes.
R2: I had one time in Norway when I was staying in the hotel the next day we were planning to go hiking
and we were leaving the hotel quite early like at 5.30 in the morning. And the breakfast at the hotel
starts at 7 I think. So we were thinking that we were going to miss the breakfast. But then, the next day
when we were leaving, we were stopped at the reception and they prepared breakfast box together with
lunch box, which was really nice, and was unexpected …and even they didn´t ask us for it
R1: So you didn’t ask for it, it was like a surprise?
R2: Yes, exactly it was a surprise and actually it was really helpful because there were no shops, or
restaurants of café open at this time so…and they also knew we are going for hiking so they prepared
the lunch box because they also knew that there was no shops or cafes open. Really nice
And did you consider to write a positive review?
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R2: Yes, actually I didn´t write a review online but I wrote to them like “thank you. It was nice. And…”
So, we move to the next one. This is like kind of situations that you can imagine, and also you already talked
about some of them but in a fast way.
Question 8. In general, in which of these situations you feel more motivated to write a review.
When the hotel is worse than expected?
When things are just like expected?
Or when it is better?
Which one would be your natural reaction?
R6: for me when it is worst…I will feel much more motivated
R1, R3: Yes, the same
R3: Yes, because you know, you are angry so you are looking to use some way to explode.
R5: For me when it is better than expected. For the average probably I´m not going to write a review and
for the “worse than expected” I will tell to my friends, colleagues, for example if someone is travelling to
the same city I will tell never go to that particular hotel. Probably I will write a review when it is better
than expected, because probably I am angry with the hotel, but then depends on the trip, then when you
get home, you remember bad things not that bad. Maybe more like “what a funny experience”. So maybe
when they ask you to write a review through the booking system …” Do you want to write a review?”
Maybe I don´t want to write a review. And maybe you remember it even better than it was.
When you write a bad review is this immediately after you have a bad experience or you still have the
intention to write a bad review when you are back?
R3: For me immediately when I am thinking about it. After that you know, I will care less and less to
write something. But actually when it is better than expected more often I will recommend this place to
my friends. So I will tell “It was a great place, so if you are going on holidays you can choose this place
because it was really great”.
R1: For me I would say that I would write a review when it is worse than expected and in most of the
cases, some of the hotels that you book through booking or TripAdvisor or something, you get an email
after your stay. And they say “do you have the time to make a review? So sometimes if you have a link
already there will a small questionnaire and some comments. So, what I do when I do not complain
much, I complain directly to the hotel, over there, and then when I come home and I have the overall
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experience of my stay I can reply to this questionnaire and write back. Or write a review on TripAdvisor.
Because I think it is good that if I´ve been disappointed I don´t want that other people make the same
mistake as I do or so you comment also the same so.
R6: I think the same way. When I had worse experience I am thinking about other people but if it is
better than I expected I am thankful for the personnel, so I kind of express
Ok, so positive review when you have to reward them and in case of negative you want to write a negative
review to help other people
R6, R1: Yes
R2: I am not writing like right after my stay when I am angry, I will wait a bit and then …no, because I
can to give a structured advice because I know hotel people are watching those reviews so they can try
to improve the service that they are providing. So when I write reviews or some comments to the hotel
I try to be constructive and so they can learn from my experience to get better. You know what I mean
So you make more like a rational evaluation about the service?
R2: yeah…sometimes is not fair for them because some mistakes can happen, because if even if they are
trying, accidentally the can make feel the customer worst. So if it is not their intention, is not fair me just
write because we got angry or …you know?
R3: Yes, but still I am writing when I am back from this, not during my stay in this hotel. I write after that
so it is already done.
R2: yes, but my point is that I am not writing for people that are reading reviews actually, I am writing
for the hotel people to get improvements. Maybe I don´t know, it is cultural thing, in Japan is quite
common to do like this. To write bad experiences to the hotel so they can make improvements to do it
better. I must say that the service is very important at the Japanese hotels so. I know that the rooms
don´t have windows sometimes but …
R4: you remember that one, eh?
R2: And rooms can be quite small for western people. But usually the people working there are very
service mind.
R3: This I know form China. Whenever I open the door in my room they were always coming “Can I help
you with something?” no…thank you…I just want to go for sightseen…hahaha. But they were asking it
all the time.
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R4: I think I would be more luckily to be …I mean…If I feel angry I might be motivated or whatever to
write a negative review right away, otherwise you know…bad things just fly away from my memory, I
preserve just the good things. I don´t know if I would feel more motivated to write about good things.
R1: So you both agree (R5 and R3)
R3: We have better memory (women).
R5: Yes, because as I said, when you come back, it was really dirty the hotel. Yeah, it was really dirty but
then you are thinking far, and as you are no longer there, you forget about it. I don´t want to remember.
If in that moment you have the chance, when you are really angry, to write a negative review…would you
write?
R5: Yes, also depends, know it is more common. A few years ago was not that common that you carry
the phone with the internet, to do it.
R4: Of course I got angry …the woke up the old lady to come and let me into my room …they were not
really considerate with this old people.
Ok, so we are going to continue. You are doing very well and you are answering the questions in advance. I
think the next one you already answer it, because you were telling me situations in which you wrote positive
or negative ones. Well done. This case we also talked about it but we can go through it fast.
Question 9. You complain to a hotel employee but you feel this person is not making the effort to help you.
What would be your reaction?
R1: I will continue complaining to the hotel employees until the problem is solved.
R3: I think also, and usually you have a person at the reception, so if they are ignoring me, I will ask “May
I talk to manager or director? Of course.
If after all you feel like they didn’t fix the problem, then…
R3: then I will ask higher.
And then you write the negative review?
R3: Yes, I will
R1: Yes
R3: It depends if they would fix it
No, I mean if they don´t fix it.
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R5: If they don´t fix it yes
R1: If they don´t fix it yes
R5: but at some point it could be even the opposite, that the manager apologizes and maybe give you
something and maybe you can even write at the end a positive one.
Actually you gave me the example before that you had a complaint and the provide you with a valuable
solution and finally you wrote a positive review.
R5: yes. If I was complaining and at the end of the day, they will say that there is no solution…
R1: In that case you could write the whole review with the whole story. “I was complaining for several
days, and then they tried to fix the problem and at the end…” so you can also explain the whole thing.
R3: And it is also as I said. I was complaining for seven days for air condition, it didn´t work and I had
only one week in these holidays. They fixed it on the last day so …they fixed it but it took too long.
Yes, but I am asking you because also to write a review is an effort, you have to go to the internet and so
on… so, actually after that. You feel like writing the review?
R3: Yes, but now is getting easier to write the review because as you said before, after that you are
getting a mail on your mail box.
R5: Is not as before, when you have to fill the form at the hotel, even though when you are travelling you
don´t want to spend the time…now you have the link, fill it up a few questions and then you explain your
case
The next one. We were talking about it before as well, you told me that in general you are willing to write
positive reviews when your expectations are not just fulfilled, they have to go higher. So in in general you
agree on that? (Question 10)
All participants: yes
Many times, hotel employees ask you as a favor to write a review because for them it is a good publicity and
marketing, so …
Question 11. What would be your reaction in these three situations if a hotel employee asks you to write
an online review after your stay?
In the case it wasn´t as good as you expected, would you write?
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R3: I would say that actually hotels are usually like…they know they are not right, so…if they know that
there is something that is not correct they won´t not ask you to write a review. So usually they ask you
if they are sure 100% that you were happy staying in this place.
R4: If this is the case what I would ask you is …poor you, are they treating you as bad as they treated
me?
But wat about if it was ok, I mean, as you said before, when it was just what you expected you don´t write
a review. But if they ask you to write, would you write it or not?
R3: I think I will write. If they ask you like…oh, you know, we are new hotel, we are new place, can you
recommend us? We are still learning, we are getting to be better, would be very helpful for us if you can
write a review. So of course, I will write.
R1: Yes
R5: Or specially in some cases when they offer something in exchange for writing a review. They give
you a discount for the next visit or that kind of things.
But in this case, would you write even if you don´t like the hotel?
R5: If I didn´t like the hotel no. But if it was just so so…. with my standards I will. But I mean, if they give
me a discount for next time and I didn´t like it, I will never come back to the hotel. If it was standard
services I will think, ok, if you give me better price it would be better for me.
R4: So if I didn´t like the hotel, you know, if it was not something that really makes me angry I won´t the
review. So, if you ask me I will think why should I waste my time. If it would be much better than
expected and they asked me because it is very important, then I will write a positive review. Also if my
friends ask me to write a positive review.
R6: For me I should feel the motivation to write the review inside. I am not sure that it is 100% that I
would write, but if they just ask and there was not good personal relationship then I will not take it
seriously. But if as you mentioned I feel like I am welcome and friendly, and they ask me as a favor to
write a review and I promise, then I will.
Now we go to the final question and it is a very simple one.
Question 12. Overall, do you feel more motivated to write an online but at some point it could be even the
opposite when you are satisfied or dissatisfied with the service received?
R1: Dissatisfied
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All respondent: Yes, dissatisfied…negative experiences
R2: But again, the reason why I write is to give them the opportunity to get improve.
R1: For me is to complain and for other people as talked before to not to make the same mistake or to
say: “Be careful with this hotel, they are not giving you what they promise”.
But is it just about other people or it is also like bad publicity to the hotel because you feel like they didn´t
treat you well or they didn´t give you what they promised? Is like kind of revenge?
R1: not revenge but I guess that if you complain about something that is not…they didn´t give you
something that they promised is like fair. For me is not a revenge, it is fair for me to complain about this.
R3: yes, and it is also that I agree with this because I am also reading the reviews from other people. So
they are important to me that if I know that something was wrong in this hotel. So the same I will share
like “be careful with this hotel because something” I believe it will be useful to others.
And you Katia? Are you more negative one?
R5: No, actually now I am a bit confused because my first thought was that I am motivated to write
negative reviews but now I am confused. Because actually it goes both ways for me. When I get
something really nice and unexpected I will write and opposite. If it is very negative, I will write as well.
But when you really write a review, because one thing is your motivation and the other thing is to write the
review. Do you remember if you write more positive or negative? Do you have an idea? And I am telling you
because actually, in most of the hotel review websites there are much more positive reviews than negative
ones. Sometimes is motivation but there are also other factors that make you to write a review. But if you
think when you really wrote a review, do you think you have written more positive or negative ones?
R3: Now when I am thinking about it I think that more positives maybe, but of course, the negatives I
remember better. But with positives, when I am getting this mail back I feel like kind of, it would be nice
for them, they were nice and I feel like I should go back and give them kind of positive review. Maybe I
am not writing any opinion but I will just rank the hotel or something like that in a short way. But I feel
kind of I should do it.
R5: For me is also when I am more satisfied. I mean, when you fill the positive, when it is nothing really
unexpected you give them the good score, but when they ask you if you have any other comments, I
don´t give any special comments. Well, probably in a negative you are going to give bad score but also
you are going to say: “the room was really dirty, or the service was horrible …while in a positive you just
give the score and answer the form in a quick way”
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So do you agree on the idea that positive reviews are more rational, like an overview of the service and the
negative ones are more emotional?
R1: Yes, I think so
R5: Yes
R3: Yes
R4: for me obviously yes, I am writing bad reviews when I am angry.
R5: But on the overall you mean? Because it depends when you are going to the booking or TripAdvisor
and I check the comments for the negatives, depends when I start to see if the comment is just pointing
things like “I was expecting the room 56 square meters and I got just 54”. Really, really small because
some people are just …But if everyone is saying “the room was dirty”, “the room was dirty”, “the room
was dirty” …in that case is ok…
R3: That´s probably truth
R5: while the positives are maybe more neutral
R1: Objective vs. subjective, no? The positives and the negatives
Ok. Do you want to add something else? because we are done. Thank you so much for your participation.
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